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Britain to obtain so large a portion of our ter along the shores of the sea of the said river of
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
ritory and waters, it would certainly be very Canada, to the road, haven or shore, com
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
inconvenient to us, and inasmuch as we are monly called gaspeck”—(gaspe.)
f-man)
I"»
««who
~ -- has been
1
-lately
probably capable of judging ofour own “con
JAMES K. REMICH.
The cession of Canada by France made it under the treaty of 1795, to ascertain the true
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. venience” and have never solicited the advice necessary to define the limits of the Prov
) dent to siOp short, we see no good reason Chy
of any one on this point, it is scarcely to be ince of Quebec, and accordingly his Brittan- > Croix, and in insisting on a more western be American agent did not proceed on and
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
( Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year' — expected that we shall be advised to adopt a IC Majesty by his Proclamation of 7th Oct. branch of this river, gives as a reason, that a‘ S
e evatio"s> at a place where
Interest will be charged on al-I subscriptions which line, so preposterous and injurious.
1763, is thus explicit, as to what affects this fine due north will cross the St. Johns, far- LA a!e,s dlvlf)e* If such a survey was
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. iNo
'yhereas, if you take an eastern made, the committee have not been able to
It was in this view and in strict conformi question—“ passing along the highlands i
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub ty with the constitution conferring the Trea
which divide the rivers that empty themselves ranch, such line will cross near Frederick- obtain the evidence-it is not in the maps of
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
ty Power, that the President on the 7th Dec. into thesaid river St. Lawrence, from those ton the seat of government of New Bruns documents m the Library or office of the SecThe publisher does not hold himself responsible for
wick, and materially infringe upon His Maj
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount 1831, submitted to the Senate this “ award” which fall into the sea, and also along the
ary of State, and the Committee believe
and “ advice” of the King of the Netherlands north coast of the Bay de Chaleurs and the esty & Province. He not only admits, but tha no such elevations have been taken
Viharged for its insertion.
—Senators were divided on a principal point coast of the gulph of the St. Lawrence to contends, that this north line must cross the northerly of the first waters of the Ristiriver. Here are his words : “ This north
some insisting that to carry the award or Cape Rosiers,” &c.
REPORT ON THE
line must of necessity cross the river St. gouche. It is indeed a little singular that We
NORTH EASTERN BOUNDARY. opinion into effect was only in execution of
The act of Parliament of the 14, George ohns. Mr. Liston, British minister, in a have so little evidence, not only in regard to
the treaty and it therefore belonged exclu III, (17/4) defines thus the south line ofCarithis height of land, but also of the rivers
The Joint Committee to whom was refer sively to the President “ to take care” thdt ada “ south by a line from the Bay de Cha- private letter to Mr. Chipman of 23d October, which flow into the St. Lawrence to the left
red so much of the Governor’s Message as this “ supreme law” was faithfully executed leurs along the highlands which divide the 1/98, recommends a modification of the and especially to the right, of the north line
relates to the North Eastern Boundary and or to reject it altogether.
rivers that empty themselves into the river powers of the Commissioners, for the reason, from the monument.
But the prevailing opinion was, that this ot. Lawrence from those which flow into thattintz^gwe Great Britain a greater ex
the documents and evidence, together with
We know some of them, to be sure, such
an order of the two Houses instructing the “award” or “ advice” was perfecting an un the sea.” The north line of the grant to Al tent of navigation on the St. Johns river. The as the Celle, Kamouska, Ferte, Trois Pistoles,
same
agent
(Mr.
Chipman)
was
also
agent
Committee “ to enquire into the expediency finished treaty, and that therefore it could not exander is from the source of the St. Croix to under the fourth article of the treaty of Remouskey and Mis on the left, and th^
of providing by law for the appointment of be effected by the President without “ the the “ spring head” or source of some river or ih \eDk aATdt7re find him contending there, Blanche, Louis, Magdalen, and others on the
Commissioners on the part of this State, by advice and consent of the Senate, two thirds stream which falls into the river St. Law that the N. W. angle of Nova Scotia is thè right of this line, but we know them chiefly
■the consent of the government of the United of the members present concurring therein.” rence, and thence eastward to Gaspe Bay same designated in the grant to Sir William as on maps, and as transcribed from oldef
‘States, to survey the line between this State So far from the concurrence of two thirds for which communicates with the gulph of St. Alexander, in 1621, “ subject only to such al- maps but very little from actual survey or
and the Province of N. Brunswick according the measure, there were thirty four to eight Lawrence in lat. 49, 30, and would make
even exploration. An examination of the
tepraut,0?»S as.were occasioned by the erection sources of those rivers at the right of this
to the treaty of 1783, to establish monuments against it, and it was consequently rejected nearly an east and west line. The Procla of
the
Province
of
Quebec,
in
1763.
”
Now
in such places asshall be fixed by said Com and a recommendation to the President was mation of 1763 defines the south line of the we have already seen that this south line of north line, with the important natural boun
missioners and by Commissioners to be ap adopted to open a new negotiation to deter Province of Quebec as passing along the the 1f rovmce of Quebec, so far from altering dary—the north shore of the Bay de Chale
pointed on the part of the government of mine the line of boundary accordin’? to the highlands which divide the rivers that fall this N. W. angle, in fact confirms it.
urs, would accurately define the divisional
Great Britain have attended to the duties Treaty of 1783.
line, between the Province of Quebec and
into the St. Lawrence, from those which fall
In
perfect
accordance
vyith
this
disposition
It
is
insisted
by
the
British
ministers
and
assigned them with the industry and solici
into the sea, and also along the north coast
l\ova fecotia, which extending west, would
i the Bay de Chaleurs, to, the gulph of St.
ProP°s¡tion of the British 'kASeCA7tile due nort}1 Hne and thus form
tude which the importance of the subject de almost conceded by ours, that a due north of
Minister
(Mr.
Vaughan,)
that
inasmuch
as
the
the N. W. angle of Nova Scotia.
manded.—Could the Committee have spared line from the monument at the source of the iLawrence. This is the south boundary and
highlands cannot be fpund, by a due north
the time, and had the means to obtain docu St. Croix, will intersect no liighlands describ consequently in an east and west direction, but du
It moreover appears that little or no exploection from the monument, we should va
ments not within the jurisdiction of the State, > ed in the treaty of 1783. Now this is an as it passes north of Bay de Chaleurs, where ry west
ration has been made of th(e lands east of the
until
we
should
intersect
them,
but
not
sumption,
by
Great
Britain,
totally
unwar

and consequently out of its power, a more
fore the south boundary of the Province
‘ ^o'v that, in case a monument cannot due north line. It seems strange to us, al*
■clear, methodical and perfect view of the ranted by any evidence. The boundaries must of necessity be north of Bay de Cha
be found in the course prescribed, you should■ though it may be satisfactorily explained,
subject would have been presented. But as bearing upon the question are thus given :— leurs. The eastern boundary is northerly by look
for it, at the left, but not to the right, why we should have been drawn away from
there had been hitherto so much procrastina “ From the N. W. angle of Nova Scotia, to the gulph to Cape Rosiers, in about lat. 50, seems to us a very sinister proposition. We• this very important region. It is indeed the
wit
:
1
hat
angle
which
is
formed
by
a
line
tion, and the impatience of the public, al
long. 64, porth of Gaspe Bay, and at the
have shown, and, as we think conclusively, Due source of enquiry. In this direction the
ready great, was becoming more and more drawn due north from the source of the St. mouth of the River St. Lawrence where it that
the range of highlands is to be looked' evidence is to ba found ; and Maine can nevCroix
River,
to
the
highlands
—
along
the
intense, ypur Committee without further pre
communicates with the gulph or sea. And or on British ground and no where else ; er be satisfied until it is looked for here.
said
highlands,
which
divide
the
rivers
that
amble oy apology, ask leave to present the
the act of Parliament makes this south side
An extraordinary method of adjusting this
empty themselves into the St. Lawrence from this same bay, along those highlands, because it is their own boundary, and a line
followjiig
which must, with an ascertained north line, question, though in perfect accordance with
from
those
which
fall
into
the
Atlantic.
OREPORT.
and it must inevitably run west or it is no form the angle of one of their own Provin other pretensions, has been proposed by
cean, to the northwest,erprnost head of Con
The Legislature and people of Maine, we necticut River.”—“ East by a line to be south boundary. Now no one can doubt that ces. And yet we are not to examine there Great Britain—that the disputed territory
believe, will not contend that the treaty ma drawn along the middle of the river St. Croix, in the Proclamation of 1763 it was the intent at all, we have never explored the country should be divided in equal portions, each
king power of the United States does not ex from its mouth in the Bay of Fundy, to its to adopt Sir William Alexander’s northern there, and are expected to yield to sych arro- party being satisfied of the justice of its
tend to a final adjustment of a disputed line source, and from its source directly north to for this southern boundary of the Province of ga"b extravagant, and baseless pretensions ! claims. To this proposition we cannot sub
of boundary between a State and a foreign the aforesaid highlands, which divide the riv Quebec.
We would ask, why ? in what justice, if scribe. It is equally unjust between nations
Indeed it appears in every commission to we cannot find the object in the route pres and individuals. Whether a party in con
nation ; although we are fully aware that (ers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean, from
the Governor of Nova Scotia and New cribed, are we to be thus trammelled ? where troversy is satisfied or not with the justice of
such a power might deprive a Slate of its jthose which fall into the St. Lawrence.”
Brunswick from 1763 to 1784 and after lhe
proper domain—yet inasmuch as the Presi
The first object, starting place or terminus Treaty of Peace of 1783, that the Province of is the reciprocity of such a proposition, so de his claims, is what is only known to himself,
dent owes his elevation in part to the federa aquo, is this N. W. Angle of Nova Scotia.
grading to the dignity, and insulting to the and consequently the one whose claims are
tive principle, and the States are equally rep It is the corner of the British Province, des Nova Scotia extended to the southern boun rights and liberties of this State ? No—the most exhorbitant, however unjust, will al
dary
of
the
Provinces
of
Quebec.
It
then
resented in the Senate, and two thirds of the ignated by themselves. It was presumed and
people of Maine will not now and w'e trust ways get the best end of the bargain. But
members present are necessary to the ratifi it is still believed that they knew the identi irresistibly and inevitably follows that a west •hey never will, tamely submit to such a one such a rule would in this case apply most un
cation of a treaty, each frontier State might cal spot. We have a right to demand of line from the Bay de Chaleurs intersecting a sided measure.
fortunately to Maine. We are limited, at
be pretty safe from any attempt at dismem them to define it. In the treaty of 1783 due north line from the monument is the
Ihe next restriction or limitation, with farthest to the St. Lawrence, and to a very
identical N. W. angle. Now a line from which this negociation is to be clogged, is an narrow
berment.
point there—while the British may
they were disposed to define it, and hence
The framers of the Constitution foresaw they say it is that angle which isformed by a Mars Hill direct to Cape Rosiers instead of admission that the Ristigouche and St. Johns extend their claims to the south and west in
being
easterly
would
be
north
of
northeast
that the time might come when the States line drawn due north from the source of the St.
are not Atlantic rivers—because one flows definitely. Establish this principle, and we
frontier to foreign territory might be in a mi Croix, to those highlands which divide the riv crossing the Bay de Chaleurs. But passing into the Bay de Chaleurs and the other into shall soon find their claims, already so pro
along
its
north
coast
as
the
proclamation
pro

nority, and that consequently their unity of ers that flow into the St. Lawrence from those
the Bay of Fundy—yet neither falls into the gressive, stretched over to the Piscataqua,
vides, the line from this Mars Hill must be river St. Lawrence. They would then find and
interest and safety might not avail them, and which dow into the Atlantic Ocean.
then, if we are to divide equally, both as
more northerly still. Indeed the pretence
it was wisely determined that one more than
Nothing can be more clear than that the that a pyramidal spur or peak such as this those highlands between the St. Johns and to quantity and quality, the divisional line
a third might effectually defeat any attempt to British negotiators of the treaty of 1783, had
the Penobscot. rlhere cannot be a more ar then would fall south of the Kennebec. If
dismember a State by treaty. And this pre reference to their east and west line between hili should constitute the range of highlands, rogant pretension or palpable absurdity. Sup the want of the consent of Maine is the ob
mentioned
in
the
treaty,
is
so
utterly
visiona

caution it seems was necessary, since it al Canada and Nova Scotia. This in 1755-6 i
pose the waters of both these rivers are ex stacle to such an adjustment, We trust it will
ready occurs that nine only of the twenty-six was matter of controversy between France ry that it is entitled to no sort of respect.
cluded, as flowing neither way, still the wa always remain an insuperable one. Indeed,
.
We
may
now,
by
these
facts
and
reflec

States are frontier to foreign territory. But and England—the French claiming that it
ters that flow each way, are so far separated we protest against the application to us, of
we do insist that no power is granted by the was far south, and the British strenuously tions give this enquiry a right direction, to as to leave a tract of country which, if equal- such a rule, as manifestly unequal and un
wit
—
to
the
ascertainment
of
the
north
boun

Constitution of the United States to limit or contending that these very highlands were
ly divided, would carry ns far beyond the just.
dary of Nova Scotia, which is the southern
change the boundary of a State or cede a part1even
________
We come now to the recent transactions of
more_north than we have endeavored boundary of Canada. We have always been St. Johns. But we admit no such hypothe
of its territory without its consent. It is even to fix them,
sis. The Atlantic and the sea are used in the British colonial authorities, sanctioned,
lured
from
this
by
the
British
negotiators
to
by no means certain how far such consent
r”‘ controversy resulted in a war, which
the charters as synonimous terms. The Ris
The
the left or west of this north line from the tigouche uniting with the Bay de Chaleurs, as it appears, by the government at home—
would enable the treaty authority to exert its after the capture of Quebec was terminated monument.
and we regret to perceive in them also, those
powers. Citizens might be made the sub- by the peace of 1763, whereby Great Britai
which communicates with the sen, and the
No one, who is in the least conversant St. Johns uniting with the Bay ofFundy, stiong indications of continual and rapid en
jects of a treaty transfer, and these citizens, obtained both sides of the line, and she then
croachment, which have characterised that
owing allegiance to the State and to the Un established the north line of Nova Scotia a- with the subject, can suppose for a moment which also communicates with the sea, and government in the whole of this controversy.
that
this
N.
W.
Angle
can
be
found
in
such
ion, and allegiance and protection being re bout where we contend it should be. So far
that too by a mouth 90 miles wide, are both. Mr. Livingston in his letter of 21 st Julv, 1832,
ciprocally binding, the right to transfer a citi from admitting that a due north line from the a direction. The question for us is, are Atlantic rivers. These rivers were knowni proposes that “ until the matter be brought to
there
any
highlands
north
of
the
Bay
de
Cha

zen to a foreign government—to sell him, monument will not intersect the highlands
by the negotiators not to be St. Lawrence riv. a final conclusion both parties should refrain
might well be questioned, as being incon intended by the treaty of 1783, the State of leurs extending in a western direction towards ers, they were known to exist, for they were« from the exercise of “ jurisdiction,” and Mr.
a
north
line
drawn
from
the
monumeriL
if
sistent with the spirit of our free institutions. Maine has always insisted, and still insists,
rivers of the first class. If they were neither■
in reply of I4th April, 1833, in be
But be this as it may, Maine will never con that no known obstacle exists to the ascer this line westerly from the Bay be not dis St. Lawrence nor Atlantic why were they half of his government “ entirely concurs.^
cede the principle that the President and two taining and accurately defining them, and tinctly marked so far as to intersect this north not accepted P They were not of the former Here then the faith of the two governments is
thirds of the Senate can transfer its territory. thus establishing the terminus aquo, to wit, line, the principle is, to extend it in the same therefore they must be included in the latter pledged to abstain from acts of jurisdiction
. . NW.
A/, rrr^Angle of Nova Scotia.
wouj(] direction to the place of intersection : that is, description. Indeed if rivers uniting with until all is settled. Now how are the facts ?
much less its citizens, without its permission the
if the line between Nova Scotia and Cana Atlantic Bays are not Atlantic rivers, the Pe
jmvpn
j__ . ..» __ _ ? i
i .1
given hv
by it«
its P.nnatitntinnnl
constitutional nrirnns
organs.
We understand and indeed it appears by
¡seem strange indeed that as this line so fully
Your Committee, however, deem it but discussed and controverted between the Ena^ da is west to within say 30 miles of the north nobscot and Kennebec, which unite with the documents herewith exhibited, that an act
line from the monument, and the rest of the respective Bays of Penobscot and SagadaIo admit that they
thpv have discovered
disenvered no
nn in
in_ i*
m..... •
^ - - />
■
, , .
.
&
fair to
has passed the Legislature of New Bruns
lish and French in 1755-6, should have been
clination in the General Government or any left unsettled still, when both Provinces be way is indefinite or obscure, extend it on, in hock would not be Atlantic rivers ; and then wick, “incorporating the St. Andrews and
the
same
direction,
until
you
form
a
point
of
department of it to assume this power. On came British. It is impossible to imagine
where are those high-lands which divide the Quebec Rail Road Company,” that the King
the contrary, the President has repeatedly de such ignorance of so important a point as this intersection, and this will be the north west waters referred to in the treaty of 1783 ?— has granted £10,000 to aid the enterprise,
angle
of
Nova
Scotia.
But
the
truth
is
the
clined the adoption of a conventional line de N. W. Angle, so often referred to and spo
Should we leave this question unsettled a lit
high-lands are there and have been found in tle longer and the British claims continue to and that the Legislature of Lower Canada,
viating from the treaty of 1783—upon the ken of as a notorious monument.
by its resolutions of both Houses, has approv
running
due
north
from
the
monument.
^express ground, that it could not be done
increase, we might very soon find these high
The peace of 1783 was considered by
The elevations were taken by the British lands south of the Connecticut and all the ed the scheme and promised its co-operation.
without the consent of Maine.
It may be, that the government at home was
Great Britain as a grant by metes and. bounds.
It is due nevertheless to the State of Maine The boundaries were prescribed ; and this surveyor from the source of the St. Croix, at intermediate country would be recolonized not aware that this Rail Road must inevita
the
monument
to
the
first
waters
of
the
Ris

to say that the Committee have no evidence N. W. Angle was the commencement.—Twen
by “ construction.” We therefore invoke bly cross the disputed territory.
that any conventional line has been propos ty years only before this (1763) Nova Scotia tigouche ;and at Mars Hill forty miles—the the sympathy ofall New England with New
But this ignorance of the subject seems in
summit
of
this
isolated
sugar-loaf
was
1100
ed to them for their consent. It indeed ap had been organized as a distinct ProvinceYork besides, to unite against this progressive
pears that the consent of Maine had not been then including what are now Nova Scotia feet and at the termination of the survey at claim—this avalanche which threatens to credible. A Rail Road from St. Andrews to
Quebec would be impossible, unless it cross
given to the adoption of any other boundary and New Brunswick—and this angle was the Ristigouche waters, 100 miles further, the overwhelm them as well as ourselves.
than that prescribed by the treaty of 1783, up referred to as a boundary without hesitancy elevation was 1600 feet, consequently the
Again, if this Mars Hill (and we confess ed the territory in question. Even next to
¿to the 29th February 1836, and we are well or doubt. Indeed the treaty itself, as if to summit of Mars Hill, 1100 feet above the we cannot speak of the pretension With any impossible and totally useless, were it to pass
assured that no proposition for a different make assurance doubly sure, fixed it where a waters of the St. Croix, is 500 feet lower than patience) is the N. W. Angle, and the north at the north of the St. Johns. It seems there
boundary has since that time been made to due north line from the source of the St. the lands at the Ristigouche, and yet the pre boundary of Nova Scotia and the south boun fore extraordinary indeed that the British
any department of the government of this Croix will intersect those highlands which tence is that there are no highlands, but this dary of the Province of Quebec are the same Government, even in the incipient stages of
detached spur, Mars Hill I Still further, the and north of the Bay de Chaleurs, then this enterprise, should make an appropriation
¿State.
divide the rivers which flow into the River
The President of the United States on the St. Lawrence from those which flow into ihe highest position surveyed, is nearly 50 miles there is indeed no N. W. angle ; for a line, due which is in direct violation of its solemn
15th June last communicated to the Senate Atlantic Ocean. This source of the St. Croix short of the metis, which falls into the St. north from tfie monument, passing by Mars pledge. To give to a Rail Road corporation
in compliance with their resolution a copy has been determined and a monument fixed Lawrence, and we do not perceive that the el Hill, must pursue nearly the same direction powers over our rights and property is the
of the correspondence relative to the N. E. there by the Commissioners under rhe 5th ar evations have been taken there at all ; but we to get to the north of that Bay without cross strongest act of sovereignty. It is an act of
Boundary. This correspondence embraced ticle of the treaty of 1795 (Jay’s.)—Now the do find, it is here that the waters separate and ing it ; and whoever thought of an angle at delegated power which we ourselves give to
a period from the 21st July 1832, to the 5th assumption that the north line from this mon consequently the land must be still higher.
the side of a continuous line ? Now accord our own citizens with extreme caution, and
In failure of highlands {assumed not to ex ing to the British maps, taken in this very with guarded restrictions and reservations.—*
March 1836.
ument, will intersect, or meet no such high ist) the British negotiators claim a line,
Rail Road must not only cross the dis
The opinion and advice of the King of the lands, is entirely gratuitous.
case, you must run a course of north about This
puted territory, but it crosses it 50 miles
which instead of dividing the St. Lawrence
Netherlands to whom the controversy was
The treaty does not speak of mountains and Atlantic waters would actually extend 14 degrees east to obtain the north side of south of the St. Johns and almost to the
¡ referred, by the (provisions of the Treaty of nor even hills, but of “ highlands” that di
the Bay without crossing it, and the distance
Ghent, was made on the 10th January, 1831, vide rivers flowing different ways. It was between two rivers, both of which fall into the would be in this almost due north direction southerly extremity of the British claim, ex
travagant as it is. By the map herewith ex
Atlantic.
and of the three questions submitted, viz : well known that rivers did fall into the St.
more than one hundred miles—while that
say nothing of the absurdity, nor to say from the monument to Mars Hill would be hibited, of the survey of the route, it appears
The northeastern boundary—the northwestern- Lawrence and into the Atlantic—that these P..„To
----- -- of such a_ claim,
i • it is enough that
that the road crosses our due north line at
most head of Connecticut River and the 45th rivers would run down and not up, and it was arrogance,
it
is
in
th»
toatl.
r\C th« ...Art...
i. is
• little more than 40. Now wheh we consider Mars Hill thence doubling round it, toward
it
is
in
the
teeth
of
the
treaty itself^ It
parallel of latitude, he seems to have deter consequently inferred that the land from
that this northerly line must form nearly a the south, it crosses the Roostic between the
mined but one.
He did decide that the whence these rivers flowed, must of necessity painful to repeat the argument that no other right angle, to pass along the north shore of
source of the stream running into and through be high—and unless there are to be found in iI highlands were intended, for all others were the Bay de Chaleurs. that this is 100 miles far gieat and little Machias—the Alleguash at the
Connecticut Lake is the true N. W. head of that region geological phenomena which exist expressly excluded, but those which divide ther north than Mars Hill, where instead of outlet offirst Lake—a branch of the St. Johns
of Black River and passes into Canada
the waters
different
 an angle
that river, as intended by the Treaty of 1783 no where else on the face of the globe, this tions.
thereoecan
an inclination
of south
, rp.‘ that
r,, flow
. in, those
.__
---- ______
------ - ------direc
.... c.ig.c
uicic uau
omybeanonly
inclination
oi
between “ Spruce Hills” on the right and
nJ kt
•______
0 k ,eir
cJnstruIctl,on’ ™ 7e 14 degrees,
can
there
be
a
greater
absurdity.
—and as to the rest, he advises that it wilI be inference is irrisistible.
o-------- ------------------------ wwr-M, gj. vu.vl UUOUIUliy,
Three Hills” on the left, thus crossing a
nOW, is
IS to
tO give
ffive them
thpm the
thfi whn
r\i the
fina ' >1,«.. <-k..
i
, •
n
. .
all know,
wholea of
convenient (il convindra) to adopt the “ Thal
The truth is that these highlands have been St. Johns, with all its tributaries and a tract than the British claim, founded on these tract of country south of the St. Johns 100 by
facts ?
weg” the deepest channel of the St. Johns known and well understood by the British
miles. We have not a copy of the act of
and St. Francis from the north line ; and themselves ever since the grant of James the of territory south of that river, equal at least
We will now present some facts and re 50
incorporation of New Brunswick, and cannot
that the 45th degree is to be measured in or First to Sir William Alexander in 1621. The to 75 miles square.
marks in regard to the surveys and explorings therefore say that the route there defined is
Whether from the peaceful spirit of our made by the commission under the 5th ar
der to mark out the boundary to the St. Law portion of the boundary there given which
same as on the map. But be this as it
rence, with a deviation so as to include relates to this controversy is “ from the west government, the Christian patience of Maine, ticle of the Treaty of Ghent. And the first the
may,
certain it is, as any one will see, that no
or
the
“
modest
assurance
”
of
the
British
ne

Rouse’s Point within the United States. As ern spring head of the St. Croix by an imag
fact that occurs is, that the elevations taken
to the convenience of establishing] the St. inary line, conceived to run through the land gotiators, any or all, certain it is, that his by the British surveyor, stop far short of possible route can be devised which will not
Johns and St. Francis as the northern boun northward to the next road of Ship’s river or Britanic Majesty’s pretensions are growing where the waters divide, and we find no cross the territory in question. It is then a
It is not
after-thought. proof
u
----- only
-“*J an «■ivi-iijuugiH,
IHOO1 that
inai these elevations were carried deliberate act of power, palpable and direct,
dary of Maine, we have only to observe that spring, discharging itself into the great river every day.
ri j
w
ji
°---- river | but one very recently conceived, that we ! through bv’ our own surveyors. If the Brit- claiming and exercising sovereignty far south
however “ convenient” it may be to Great „z
n
x, luc U(ll. even
or tne
of Canada, and proceeding thence eastward I were to be driven south of the St, Johns.
i
even of
the line
line rec
recommended by the King
IXJotNetherlands.
In ovl o /1
i jsh surveyor, after ascertaining /ie was still! of tthe
i

s occupied I»“11!““'!
cein, »P»» 'h> h ’2

REPRESENTATIVE'

.
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fifth day of the present month, of the number
to an investigation ot me proueeumg»
of actions, not finally disposed of, on the
In a» out enquiries and examinations of WWED
’
STATES LEGISLATURE, i( committee reent.
room. It is of too great length to
dockets of the Court of Common Pleas and
______________ —-----------.be ,here stated
suited in idetail. After the examination
'this subject there has been great, neghgence v o 1 a ju~
SENATE.
Supreme Judicial Court, in their respective
in regard to this N. W. Angle. Judge Ben I'WENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION. it was ordered, with the consent of the pris
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15.
Counties.
oner, that the same interrogatories should be
son one of the Commissioners under Jay s
Passed to be engrossed— Bill additional to
Legislation was reported inexpedient upon
propounded to each of the other witnesses,
SENATE.”
treaty, in a letter to the President of the Uni
incorporate the Portland Mining and Rail
an
order
relative
to
the
endorsement
ot
orig

and that they should be furnished with cop
MONDAY, FEB. 13.
ted States, expressly and clearly ’de?ne®^ch
way Company.
of them, so that they might come prepar inal Writs. Report accepted.
angle. He states distinctly that the due no th
Mr. Walker moved to take up his resold-1 ies
Bill
constituting
Ellsworth
the
shire
town
ed with answers to-morrow. After which
THURSDAY, FE"B. 16.
line from the source of the St. Croix:to
tion for acknowledging the independence of i
of Hancock County, was taken up, and the
west side line and the highlands
^.”^5 Texas. The motion was negatived, yeas 12, the House adjourned at six o’clock.
On motion of Mr. Sewall of Bat'h, the
amendments
made
to
the
same
by
the
House
sideline which form this angle and th s had nays 32. The Army Appropriation bill, with
having been adopted, the question returned Committee on Agriculture was directed to
THURSDAY, FEB. 16.
never been questioned by the British them a clause providing for the Tennessee militia
enquire into
of providing~ byj
the <1amendment
offered jyesterdayJ byJ cinpiiiv
, .
**fv 1 upon
**PLH1
11117
1 IJv/l Iv* I livii v uiitivu
HJiv the
mu expediency
<* J
«71
Mr. Reed presented a memorial from sixty Mr j R Redman, which provides that the jaw jor the inspection and weight of pressed
SeTta due north line-vis. the west side line who were called out last summer and dis ship
masters, praying for the erection of two
was established by the Commission oi whmb charged, was taken up, read a third time and lights on the Florida coast. Also a memorial Courts shall not be held at Ellsworth until : hay.
1840. The amendment was negatived by the | On motion of Mr. Hubbard of Wiscasset,
Judge Benson was a member, and the Bntisb ! passed.
from Newburyport, praying that an arrange- following vote—yeas 8—nays 17.
| the Committee on State Lamfe was directed
have made .the north side line to be not t of
TUESDAY, FEB. 14.
j ment mny be made with Great Britain for the
The Bill was then passed to be engrossed , to enquire how far the officers, and soldiers
the Bay de Chaleurs,and yet with these pos
of the Revolution
and
widows
of such
by the following vote—yeas 17—nays 8.
" — L.'_-----’ the
*
'
The bill for continuing the Cumberland reciprocation of post office facilities.
tulates to pretend that the points of interbe°At 12 o’clock, the House resumed the trial
The Report of the Committee on the N.i' deceased officers and soldiers m
in this State,
State.
road
was taken up and debated at length.
tion cannot be found is one of the greatest of
Yiave received
the several’ Re
" ’ the
* *benefit of -----------{heir absurdities. And another absurdity Before the question was taken on passing of R. M. Whitney arraigned at the bar for an E. Boundary was taken up and discussed ;^
alleged contempt of the House of Repre until 1 o’clock, when the Report was laid up- solves
providing grants of land m their favor,
{
quite equal, is, that after passing west along the bill, the Senate adjsentatives.
.
on the table,
jalso into the expediency of extending to them
the north shore of this Bay, they would fall
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15.
The examination of Mr. Fairfield was conAnd the Senate adjourned.
further relief.
¿own nearly south more than 100 miles to
Several
abolition
petitions
were
presented
tinned
and completed. About 6 o’clock the
Mars Hill about 60 miles from the south
FRIDAY, FEB f:7.
THURSDAY, FEB. 16.
>d laid on the table. The
House adj.
---- --Judicial System
.
shore of the Province at the Bay of Passarna- and
Report
of
James
Hall,
Engineer,
of a RePetitions referred, orders passed and re
quoddy—which is part of the Bay of Fundy , Amendment bill, and the Patent Office resto
FRIDAY, FEB. 17.
connoisance of the route of the Saco and
ports accepted in concurrence.
and this point too of so little inclination that ration bill, were read a third time and passed,
The House resumed the examination, in
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to create the Portsmouth Rail Road was laid on the table
it is a palpable perversion oflj»gAuaS® t0 cal1 and also a bill to establish a Foundry or Ar
and one thousand copies ordered to be print
mory in the West or South West, and arse- the case of Mr, Whitney, who was brought Kennebunk-port Village Corporation.
it an angle, much more a N. W. Ang e.
On motion of Mr. Greene, the bill provi ed.
It is indeed time for us to begin to search nals’in the States in which none have yet to the bar to answer to a charge of contempt
Passed to be Enacted— Bill eonstitming
and in the right places too, in order to put a been established. The bill concerning dis of the House, in which they were occupied ding for the disposition and repayment of the
public money apportioned to the State of Ellsworth the shire town of Hancock Coun
stop to these perpetual encroachments upon criminating duties on Dutch and Belgian for the most of the day.
Maine, on deposite, by the government ofthe ty.
our territory and rights. Our first object vessels, and a bill to amend the act for the
SATURDAY, FEB. 18.
Finally passed— Resolves, in favo-r of Oli
United States, was recommitted. [House
should be to ascertain and trace the north punishment of certain crimes, werp read a
ver Perkins—of Thomas Taylor—of Lewis
Mr. Howard, from the Committee on For concurred.]
boundary of Nova Scotia which is the south third time and passed, the latter by a vote of
Leave to withdraw was reported upon the Bisbee—relative to the distribution of the an
boundary of the province of Quebec, and see 29 to 17. The Cumberland Road bill was eign Affairs, reported a resolution for the
ifCanada comes as far down as Mars Hill. further discussed and amended so as to make acknowledgment pf the independence of petitions of Luther Dana et als. to be incor nual school Fund.
porated to construct a Railroad on the NarAnd we should proceed to finish taking the the appropriation for Ohio $190,000, for In TPcxhs*
The House then proceeded with the trial raguagas river—of John L. Barrows et als.
SATURDAY, FEB. 18.
elevations on the due north line to some point diana $100,000, and Illinois $100,000. The
for a canal from Lovell’s Pond to Sebago
where the waters divide. The General Gov bill was then ordered to be engrossed by a of R. M. Whitney._________ __
Petitions presented and referred—of Josiah
pond_of Amos M. Roberts et als. to be in Jewett el als. to be incorporated as the Greai
ernment should be immediately called on to vote of 25 to 18.
[Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.]
corporated as the Penobscot River Railroad Falls Slate Quarry Company—of Thomas
execute the work with the co-operation of
THURSDAY, FEB. 16.
WASHINGTON, FEB. 15.
corporation—of Isaac Merrill; et als. to be Adams et als. that the traffic in ardent spirits
Massachusetts and Maine. Notice should be
given to the British authorities to unite in the
One of the greatest pieces of farce is got incorporated to construct a Railroad from may be restrained—of Jeremiah Fowler ef
Mr. Clay, from the select committee to
undertaking, and if they refuse, our Govern whom was referred the petition of certain (up in the House of Representatives I have Portland to the New Hampshire line—of A- als. for a repeal of the license laws—of In
ment ought to proceed er paite. 1 he act British Authors, made a report, accompanied (ever seen in Washington, of farcical memory braham T. Hillyer for a Bank at Sullivan. graham Duncan et als. for a repeal of the
would be entirely pacific, as the object would by a bill to extend the law of copy right to as
. it is, Reuben M. Whitney was brought And these reports were severally accepted.
law regulating the practice of Physic and
Bill to regulate the sale of oats (fixing the Surgery.
be to ascertain facts, much more pacific than foreign authors, io be applicable only to such .before the House as a prisoner for contempt.
standard
of
weight
at
30
pounds
instead
of
the survey, without notice, of the St. Andrews works as shall be published after the passage Whitney alleges that he is not guilty of this
»Mr. Humphrey of Gray moved to take up
and Quebec Rail Road, through our territo ofthe bill. The bill was read, and ordered contempt because one of the members of the 35 pounds as now established by law) was the petitions of John H. Jarvis et als. and of*
ry, not for the purpose of ascertaining a boun with the report, to be printed. The Cum- i House, (Mr. Wise,) threatened to shoot him, taken up and after discussion, Mr. Magonn Castine Artillery Company for the removal
dary, but to assume jurisdiction.
berland Road bill, the Tennessee, &c. volun- j if Mr. Wise should suspect that he was going moved its indefinite postponement, which of the Lieutenant of said Company on ac
Your Committee have gone through this leer compensation bill, and the bill to increase i to fire a pistol at Peyton. Whitney thus motion prevailed 14 to 10.
count ot deafness, laid on the table by order
The Committee on Banks, &c. reported of the House. It is requested that he be re
tedious investigation with all the deliberation, the Military establishment, were read the | converts the House constituted into a tribuupon
the
petition
of
Augustus
B.
Perry
et
exactness and candour, which our time, third time and passed—the last named after ji nal to try him, into a tribunal to try Wise.
moved by address of the two branches of the
means and feelings would allow. Our ani some debate, by a vote of 27 to 13*
. ’ | Hence all the evidence to-day is running in als. to be incorporated as a Granite Company Legislature. The motion prevailed, and the
madversions may, in some instances, have Preston offered a resolution that the Presi to what Wise and Peyton did in committee. with Banking privileges, leave to withdraw petition was referred in concurrence.
been strong and even severe, but we think dent be requested to communicate to the Sen It was the duty of the House to ask Whit upon so much of the petition as relates to
Reported legislation inexpedient on order
we have expressed the sentiments and feel ate the proceedings of the Court of Inquiry ney to swear to what he alleges, viz. that he banking privileges, and reference to the com relative to repeal of law relating to Stud Hor
ings of the people of Maine suffering under recently held in the city of Frederick, so far is afraid of W ise. If he is afraid of such a mittee on Manufactures upon the remainder ses. Accepted.
protracted injuries. The Slate should take a as the same relates to the cause of delay in stripling as Wise is, by all means,every body of the petition. Report accepted.
Passed to be engrossed—Bills, to incorpo
Bills, to incorporate the Cooper Orono Mid rate the New York and Maine Exchange
firm, deliberate and dignified stand, and one opening and prosecuting the campaign in says, “ let him go.” The majority of the
which it will not retract. While it awards to Georgia and Alabama, in the year 1836.
House, however, determined to make the Company, to incorporate the N. Yarmouth Granite and Marble Company—to incorpo
the General Government all its legitimate
most of this Whitney, prefer the round-about Granite Company—to incorporate the New rate the Hill Farm Granite Company—to in
FRIDAY, FEB. 17.
powers, it will not be forgetful of its own.
trial of what Wise and Peyton did in com York and New Orleans Granite Company— corporate the Green Boot, Shoe and Leath
We call upon the President and Congress,, A quantity of Abolition petitions were pre mittee. Wise and Peyton are thus to be and to incorporate the Great Nash Stream er Manufacturing Company—creating the
we invoke that aid and sympathy of our sis sented and not received, motions for their made the culprits, and Whitney is made the Bridge Company, were severally read a sec Kennebunk-port Village Corporation.
ter States, which Maine has always accorded reception being laid on the table. The bill to accuser. This is the present position of the <ond time and ordered to lie on the table.
Bill to incorporate the Greene Leather
to them ; we ask, nay we demand, in the remit the duties on certain goods destroyed farce, and in this condition things now stand.
MONDAY, FEB. 20.
name of justice, how long we are to be thus by fire at the conflagration in New York, was *****
Each deposit Boot and Shoe Manufacturing Company, was
Petitions
presented
and
referred—-of Wil
trampled down by a foreign people ? and we taken up, amended, and ordered to be en Bank of which Whitney is the agent, it is said,i taken up and after debate, ipassed to be en
liam Ramsdall et als. for aid in removing the
trust we shall meet a cordial and patriotic grossed fora third reading.
grossed,
yeas
12,
nays
7.
pay him from $506 to $1000. But how long
evils growing out of the retailing of spiritu
response in the heart of every republican of
will the administration cling to such a favorite
ous liquors—of Benj. W. Sawyer et als. that
FRIDAY,
FEB.
17.
the Union. Your Committee, therefore, sub
as this. Barry whom it cast oft was a 1 mice
SATURDAY, FEB. 18.
measurers of painting and plastering may be
mit tne following resolution.
Mr.
Greene
reported
the
Bill
providing
chosen by towns—of Charles E. Bartlett et
The bill to remit the duties on certain in comparison.
L. J. HAM,
2»
for
the
disposition
and
repayment
of
the
als. for the abolition of capital punishment.
goods burnt at New York was read a third
NATH’L S. LITTLEFIELD,
The
British
ship
Diamond
sailed
from
public money, apportioned to the State of
Passed to be enacted—Bills, to provide in
C5
lime and passed.
Liverpool dock on the 1st November, and a- Maine, oh deposite, by the government of part
SAM’L P. BENSON,
for the expenditures of Government—ter
Mr.
Buchanan
from
the
Committee
on
boul the 6th from the river. She arrived at
EBEN’R HIGGINS,
Foreign Relations, to which was referred the New York on the 8th February, consequent the United States, and thé same was consid regulate the sale of oats.
JOHN R. REDMAN,
ered
until
one
o
’
clock,
when
it
was
laid
on
Bill to increase the bounty on wolves was
message ofthe President of the U. S. on the ly was 100 days from city to city.—The sup
read a third time. The bill contained a blank
JOHN HOLMES,
subject of Mexico, made a report which re plies laid in by the steerage passengers, were the table.
The
Senate
adjourned
till
this
evening
at
i for the amount of the bounty. The blank
sponds to that part of the President’s mes such as would have been abundant for a
J. A. LOWELL,
NATHAM IDE,
was filled with fifteen dollars. This motion
sage which expresses the opinion that it may voyage of any ordinary length. Some of 7 o’clock.
EVENING.
DANIEL SMALL,
co
after some discussion prevailed without a di
be proper to give to Mexico one more op those on board had a stock even more than
The Senate resumed the consideration of vision, and the bill passed to be engrossed as
SEWALL PRESCOTT,
portunity to make reparation for the injuries sufficient to last till their arrival at N. York.
S
o
EPHRAIM WEEKS,
which she has inflicted upon our country. These as food became scarce, began to sell the bill to provide for the disposition and re amended.
fJJ
JAMES BURBANK,
The committee suggest that in conformity to to their less provident fellow passengers, first payment of the public money apportioned to
Mr. Comstock of Lubec presented the cre
co
CHARLES HUNT,
one ofthe provisions of the treaty, another at moderate rates, but as the scarcity more the Slate of Maine, on deposit, by the Gov dentials of Hendrick W. Judkins, member
ernment
of
the
United
States
;
and
after
some
JOHN D. RICHARDS,
statement of these injuries shall be made, ac fully developed itself, at enhanced prices, un
elect from the district composed of Hodgcompanied by proofs, and that the President til finally half a sovereign was asked for a unimportant amendments, the same passed don, Houlton, &c., and Mr. Judkins was<
qualified and admitted to his seat.
F o rëTgn
w s « _ be left to do this in the way he may think pint of meal. Before the arrival of the vessel to be engrossed, without a division.
best, and make a report ot the result to
On motion ot Mr. Brooks of York the
SATURDAY, FEB. 18.
From Europe.-London papers one day Congress at the nekt session. The commit- a sovereign had been offered and refused for
Committee on the Judiciary was directed to1
a
potato,
as
it
was
roasting
before
the
fire.
later, viz. of January 3, were received
Finally passed—Resolve in favor of Oli inquire into the expediency of so amending'
rpi
qat tee conclude with some strictures on the conNew York on Thursday night, 1 ieyT! I(luct oflhe Mexican Minister in this country, Famine now stared them in the face. Their ver Perkins.
the law authorizing Guardians to dispose of
provisions
were
either
exhausted
or
nearly
not afford any news of much interest.
&-----that
------------Bill to regulate the sale of oats indefinite the real estate of their wards at private sale,,
and express regret
the Mexican Govern- so. The relaler lived nine days on potato
investigations relative to Meunier, pieparat y ,
should have been induced by his misly postponed by the Senate, came back from that publications of the time and place of
were going on in Paris. Ilt w'
was representations to approve of his course. peelings, soaked in his scanty allowance of the House passed to be engrossed with an such sales may be dispensed with.
reported that he had made some disclosures. The report concludes with a resolution em water. One fine hearty youth, about six feet amendment fixing the standard of weight for
The committee on the Judiciary was di
The following are extracts from the papers. bodying the views in the report. The report in height, was among those who died ; he of a bushel at 32 pounds. After some discus- rected to enquire into the expediency of sofered
all
that
he
had
—
his
clothes
—
his
monLONDON, JAN. 3.
I was ordered to be printed, and 2,000 extra
ery, for one cup of water to mpisten his; sion, the Senate receded from their former altering the law regulating the return day of
and concurred with the House.
Advices from Toulon ofthe 23d ult. state ( copies were ordered to be printed.
Executions issued by the Supreme Judicial
parched lips—but he offered in vain—the vote
The Senate then, at 5 o’clock, adjourned. commodity was too precious to be sold.
A communication was received from the Court, the Court of Common Pleas, and Jus
that very active preparations were making in
that harbor for the new expedition against
The whole number of passengers was a- Secretary of the Board of Internal Improve tices of the Peace, that Executions issued by
Constantinople. Admiral Mtusieu de tierHOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
bout
180—of these seventeen died, not from ments, transmitting the Report ofaCommit- either of said courts shall be made returnable’
val was to have the command of the naval
MONDAY, FEB. 13.
any disorder but from mere starvation. The. tee of that Board in relation to the expense to the next term thereof in the same county,
, and progress of the Geological Survey of the and those issued by the Justices ofthe Peace,
forces, consisting of 16 vessels, viz.—four
Mr. Reuben M. Whitney was brought to principal suffering was among the steerage State. Referred to the Committee on that in six months from the date thereof.
ships ofthe line, two frigates, six corvettes,
passengers,
the
crew
having
been
put
upon
the
of trie
the House, auu
and was
was informed
inis squadron
squauiuu ti
le bar
oar or
iuiviu»».»* by
. . t subject.
two brigs and two steamers, ^bis
TUESDAY, FEB. 21.
was to ’take on 'board 9000 troop», with an the Speaker that he had been
food, though in small quantities.
of the House
in having
MONDAY, FEB. 20.
immense
" supply
ST,,3of
U,(provisions.
:7e’n;7)lE„(™ of Gen. contempt
“iderice-that
before
being® refused
required to
to
Resolve for a revision of the public laws of
passed to be engrossed. Several bills
Petitions referred, orders passed and re- Maine,
;
The Bridge Case.—The Supreme Court at
have been answer he
also
passed.
ports
accepted
in
concurrence.
,
Esparlero into Bilboa.—
Whitney asked leave
revived of »n atHfon fough« before Bdboa. ^wed m Mr.
,
* to read Washington pronounced its decision in the
The surplus revenue bill was taken up
in long pending case in that Court of the
TUESDAY, FEB. 21.
and all the sections adopted with the amend
between the cirlp And the besiegin« Carl- which he stated that his retusal to attend the Charles River Bridge vs. the Warren Bridge,
force on the one ei other The action was committee on the summons of the chairman, in favor of the defendants. Chief Justice
The committee on the State Prison made ments of the Senate, up to the 11th, which'
ist
army
on
the
other.
a
report against removing the prison, which was debated until the hdiir of adjournment.
Taney
delivered
the
opinion
of
a
majority
of
fought on foe 23d and 24th of last month ; j was not intended or behoved by h.m Jo be
was
accepted, and submitted a resolve appro
disrespectful to the House—that he did not the
( Court, affirming the constitutional right of
__ 1- ..... j as might Im
anti it .terminated,
be ovnpi'tPii.
expected, in
in <<attend because he did not consider himself the
[From the Portland Argus.]
Legislature to establish the new bridge. priating $5000 to pay prison debts, &c. The
,
favor of the allies, who entered and relieved ibound to obey a summons by the chairman, Judge
Extract of a letter to the Editor, dated
M’Lean delivered a dissenting opinion, resolve was read twice and passed.
t
Bilboa on Christmas day ; the Carlists hav
Bill to authorize town of Bucksport to take
AUGUSTA, FEB. 13, 1837.
because in attending he should expose as
j to the main question, in which he support
ing, as it appears, retired in good order, and and
ihimself
“ Dr. Jackson arrived in town on Friday
ed
the doctrine relied on by the plaintiffs, stock in Penobscot River Railroad passed
to
outrage
and
violence.
He
re(
with the loss of but few killed, and about two quested in case the House should require but was of opinion ¡that the Court had no without division.
evening. He has been engaged in making a
hundred prisoners.
Geological survey of the State,, and has pre
jurisdiction of the case. Judge Story also
him
to
obey
the
summons,
that
he
might
be
The allies confess to have lost 800 men.
pared a report of the result of his labors thus*
permitte»! to answer interrogatories before a delivered a dissenting opinion which was not
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
far, which is before the Legislature, and the
TUESDAY, FEB. 14.
magistrate, or that the committee should be completed when the Court adjourned. The
Six days later from England.—By the ship instructed to prohibit the introduction of se several opinions were long and elaborate.
publication of which is looked for with much
Passed to be enacted—Bill to authorize the interest. From his eminence as a geologist,,
Nantasket, which arrived in our harbor on cret and deadly weapons into the committee
Boston Patriot.
Georgia
Lumbering
Company
to
transact
Sunday morning from Liverpool, we have room. It was then resolved, that Whitney
and his industry and enthusiasm in his pro
business in this State.
deceived our files of London papers to Jan. 9. be allowed to examine witnesses before the
fession, public expectation is considerably
Passed to be engrossed—Resolves, relative raised, and it is reasonable to conclude it
JI Duel.—The Washington correspondent
Parliament was to meet Jan. 31, and the House in relation to the contempt, and that a
Ministerial members had been summoned by committee of five be appointed to examine of the Journal of Commerce, under date of to the distribution of the School Fund—in will not be disappointed. He has collected
Lord John Russell, to be punctual m their witnesses on the part of the House, a motion February 13th, states that at 8 o’clock on the favor of Lucy Nuil, one of the Penobscot In many fine specimens of the rocks found in
attendance on that day. The pressure in the by Mr. Lincoln for the appointment of a morning of that day, a duel was fought near dians—in favor of William Shed.
cur State, and is now about arranging themr
money market continued, apparently with committee of Privileges to reporta mode of Alexandria, between William Cost Johnson,
a room in the State House having been as
WEDNESDAY,
FEB.
15.
late member of Congress from Maryland, and
signed for that purpose. He has been re
little change.
proceeding, having been rejected. The com William Schley, Senator of the State Legis
The news from France was to the Olh.— mittee consists of Messrs. Gholsorr, Lincoln,
Petitions presented and referred— Of G. C. quested to deliver a course of lectures on the
The assassin Meunier had made some recent Thomas, Hardin, and Owens. On the re lature of Maryland. Mr. Wise of Va. acted Waterman et als. that the traffic in ardent subject, and will probably commence about
disclosures which led to a number of arrests. quest of Mr. Whitney, several witnesses were as second to Mr. Johnson, and Mr. Jenifer, spirits may be suppressed by law—of Wen- the middle of the week, in the Representa
Accounts are received from Madrid to Dec. ordered to attend, and he was allowed until also of the House, as second to the other par dall P. Smith et als. fora repeal of the law in tives’ Hall.”
ty. At the first fire, Mr. Johnson was badly relation to Enginemen—of Oliver Moses et
30. The new relations between the cabinet Wednesday to appearnear the knee joint,—the ball pass als. for an act of incorporation for a Mechan
of Madrid and Mexico were settled, and pub
We understand that the advocates for pe
Mernorials were then called for in the re wounded
lished in the Gazette of Dec. 30. The Mex versed order. Nothing important was done. ing round the bone. Mr. Schley received ics Association—of Freeman’s Bank for in titioning the Legislature to prohibit the sale
the ball through his clothes, just grazing his crease of capital—of Samuel Davis et als. for or manufacture of ardent spirits, have ascer
ican Envoy had been solemnly received by
the Queen Regent, who accepted bis cre
skin.—Jeffersonian.
incorporation for the purpose of working tained from high legal authority that that,
TUESDAY, FEB. 14.
dentials. The weather in Spain had been
Granite in Gouldshoro’—of Abraham Wy body would not have the constitutional pow
A
large
number
of
bills
were
reported,
severe. Fifteen men of the devision of Gen.
man et als. for incorporation as Sullivan Un er to grant their request, and that the scheme'
Money
Thrown
Away.
—
The
Globe
an

twice read and committed.
Narvaez were frozen to death.
will probably be abandoned.—Argus.
nounces that the Florida war has already ion Quarry Company.
Boston Adv.
The Committee on Agriculture was in
cost about Jive millions ! Would that this
WEDNESDAY, FEB, 15.
waste of money were the only, or even the structed to enquire into the expediency of I
double tenement, occupied by Mr.
Mr. Reuben M. Whitney was placed at the worst, of the calamities occasioned by that passing a resolve authorising the payment of
The proceedings of the Flour meeting in
George
Maxim,
and another family, in Banof the House, and was accompanied by miserable contest 1—JV. Y. Com.
a bounty upon every barrel of fine wheat
"]esll,Oyea t)y fire on Thursday, last
this city have reached Virginia, and from the bar
Francis S. Key and Walter Jones, Esqrs., as
flour,
raised
and
manufactured
within
this
Loss
about
$3000-Insnranee $1000^
f . '
*
"
letters which we have seen from Merchants
counsel.
State.
_
__ ,.
in that city, we are inclined to think that hisMr.
Wreck
of
the
packet
ship
Erie.
—
Captain
a member of the House, and
On motion of Mr. Lowell of East Machias,
they will have a different effect from that at of Mr. Fairfield,
xziocker, of thé ship Nantasket,
J1* tho riork nf th«* House was directed to nonnir. E.
r». v
hub placed
pimoy •»
Mr.
C.. wwcvau
Delevan has
at the disGarland’s committee, one of the wit- Crocker,
the
Clerk of the House was directed to notifirst anticipated.
Some parcels of flour
»>
•
i
i
1
.1
LnlUiV
had reached Liverpool ?
;
'
Judicial Courts in the posai of the Executive
Committee of the A >
intended for this place, have nesses called on behalf of the pnsonei,beig information
wreck of the ship Ene Capt. Fnnto make re- inerican Temperance Union, Tnn. T
T®»»
which wereteai-----.
housto
Dosmu and
am. other
been directed
to Boston
places■> i sworn, interrogatories were proposedI to bun
boa“rd
1 tun, to this House on or before the twentyDollars.
already
here
have
been
ordered
to
by
the
examining
committee,
which
were
anand some t
— -■ * "'
swered in writing. This examination wenf
be re-shipped-—Portland Adv.

01 Common
”*
'ur,’"“hei'4‘S

— 'sand*
ïn Saco, uuui
near the
river, CMC
are lUUgUS
ledges of
™—
iliu? UVUI,
vl
Prom Florida.—The St. Auglrstfiie Herald,
Temperance Meeting,
| trap rock, and in Biddeford large masses of of the 4th inst., says :
The iVational Aritliísíéiic.
A
meeting
on the subject of Temperance
granite
of
the
finest
quality.
We
have
heard
nothing
from
Gem
Jesup
__ SATURDAY, FEB. 25, 1837.
A
?.tereolype editiotj of the above’
The gradations from Portsmouth to Port- since our last. From Volusia we learn that Will be held at the vestry ofthe second par
/IL valuable work, wMi' corrections and
The Report of the Engineer on the, land may be concisely stated as follows, viz : Indian signs have been seen in that neighbor ish m this village, on Tuesday evening,
Fe^hary 28, (the day designated for the improvements has just been' published by
Portsmouth, Saco and Portland Rail —21 17-100 miles ascent, averaging 20 40-100 hood, and it is supposed that a body of about holding of Simultaneous Temperance meet Robert b. Davis, Bosto^ combining
‘ feet per mile i 24 24-100 miles descent, av two hundred are in that vicinity. The smoke
Road Route.—We are indebted to the po eraging 17 83-100 feet per mile, and not in
Analytic and Synthetic Methods, in whicfr
of their fires is seen every day. Col. Fan ings throughout the United States,) commen the principles of Arithmetic ane explained1
liteness of T, Walker, Esq., member ot theI any case exceeding thirty-five feet per mile ; nin was making preparations to march out cing at fifteen minutes before 7 o’clock
and illustrated m a perspicuo^' and familiar
Kennebunk, Feb. 24, 1837.
House of Representatives from this town, for. and 2 59-100 miles level. Forty miles of the and attack them.
dlehcy »f pro.iS;1
manner ; containing also practical systems of
route
are
disposed
in
straight
lines
;
the
re

A requisition for 300 men has been made
a copy of this Report, which was communiMensuration of Superficies and Solidb, Gua»i-;,y
maining eight miles consist of curvatures, upon Gov. Call. Much excitement seems to
Kennebunk
&yceuiii.
uated to the Legislature on the 17th and was1 which may be turned on radii of from two
The next meeting will be held on Thurs ging, Geometry and Book-KeepiB^ by single
prevail at Tallahassee on the subject. The
and double entry ; forming a complbfo Mer
printed by order of the House.—After a re- thousand to ten thousand feet.
Governor has issued orders in compliance day evening next, March 2, 1837, at Wash cantile Arithmetic ; designed for schools and
ington
Hall,
commencing
at
1-4
before
7
connoisance of the general features of the
with
the
requisition
;
but
the
Floridian
says
[The cost for the grading, masonry, and
academies—by Benjamin GreenleafoAv M.
o’clock.
■country between the two termini, which oc bridging, for a double track and the laying it is generally thought that the subordina'te
1-receptor of Bradford Academy.
Feb.
24,
1837.
cupied a week, the Engineer, with his as down of one track with turnouts, is estimated officers will Nullify.
I his work contains much practicó infor
mation relating to foreign and domestic busi
l|w several Í
sistants, commenced the. survey at Piscata- at $781,517 72, or $16,281 61 per mile. The
____________ IlVMENEAL.
Extract from a private letter dated
ness transactions, being well adapted bdth’for'
ol land In t|leir
•qua river, on the north westerly side of the cost of the first section, extending to York
TAMPA BAY, JAN. 26.
MARRIED—In Boston, Mr. Ebenezer Saf the merchant „„<1 mechanic. A compete aThe
prospect
of
closing
this
war
before
Bridge in Kittery. We extract from the Re river, a distance of 5^ miles, is estimated at
ford, formerly of this town, to Miss Mirinda nalysis, or mathematical tiemonstration, l&r
July, begins at last to improve a little. Al Hu RD'.
port :
been given ofall the principal Rules. As'
$105,57 60—of the second section, from ready above 100 negroes have been taken
much mertfo/nnthmetic has been introduced’
“ The route from this point passes over a
prisoners
—
one
gave
himself
up,
and
one
In

OBITUARY
as was deemed necessary for students genei¿
ridge of land, adjoining the river, and over York river to the summit on the easterly side dian man and several women and children
out’e "f'T.V”"
the easterly part of Spinney’s Cove, and of Pine Hill, 7£ miles, at $134,840 00—of the were captured on the 19th bv Col. Foster’s
DIED—In Biddeford, 21st inst. Miss Harriet ally, it also contains much original matter
thence, crossing a low summit of twenty-six 3d section, from Pine Hill to Wells village, command, at a place called Homa Susa, 60 L. youngest daughter of Mr. Samuel Pearson particularly the method of adding and sub
feet, two and a quarter miles to Spruce 7| miles, at $120,501 20—of the 4th section, miles from here. The day after to-morrow aged 19 years.
’ tracting fractions that have a common nu
P>e» ordered 101,,*
Greek, which will require a bridge of four from Wells village to Kennebunk river, 7 the command of Col. F. will return to the
At Newton, Mass. Miss Rebecca Peck, aged merator.
It is believed that no similar Work, ofthe
hundred and fifty feet in length. Thence
same place, part ofthe force going by water. /3, sister of the late Professor of Bbtatn in Har
the route passes along ascending ground, one miles, at $101,634 80—of the 5th section, The enemy occupies some spot in an im vard Un wersity, Wilfiarn Dandride Peck, Esq. same compass, has so much valuable matter;
mile, to a summit of thirty feet, and then on from Kennebunk river to Saco river, 7| miles mense swamp this side of the Withlacooche, Miss Peek was a native of Kittery, Me. and re and. from the many testimoniáis of approba
uneven descending ground, one and three- at $87,257 08—of the 6th section, from Saco and a river called Spring river and Crystal sided for several years with her brother at tion which the author of this work has re
Portsmouth, N. H. where there still remains a ceived from teachers of distinction, the Pub
quarter miles, to Savage’s Mill Creek, which river across the marsh in Scarborough, 7 river.
considerable circle of her admiring friends. She lisher has great confidence in presenting it to
I propose to cross, by a bridge four hundred
Gen.
Jesup
had
gone
to
the
Oklawaha
in
was a lady of extensive literary acquirements, the attention of teachers, school comrnittees,
110 d,8tr‘bu‘‘onofiiiíaü
feet long, near its confluence with York riv miles, at $131,707 68—of the 7th section, search of Powell and the principal ^hief. It and
one of the most Virtuous, amiable and in
and all interested in the cause of education.
er. The country to this place is composed from Scarborough maj-sh to Portland, 6j is now pretty well ascertained that Towell is telligent of her sex.
ror sale, at the Publisher’s prices, by the
of clay and trap-rock, in ledges of consider miles, at $100,517 72—Total $781,517 72.]
not, and has not been the head man. The
dozen or single copy, bv
D. KEMICH
able extent, and its surface is undulating.
leading
characters
have
been
Tiger-warrior,
satoroat,
)j
SHIP NEWS.
At the request of some of your Committee, j
Kennebunk, Feb. 4, ¡837.
From Savage’s Mill Creek the line passes
the
chief
of
Miccosuco,
who
was
killed
by
'“<0 nr.rr.d-oi M
KE.UEBU.VK, FEBrssTTsar'
York river, requiring a bridge of eight hun I have made an estimate for a road, graded Maj. Pierce’s command at Fort Brahe ;
"cor|,or»tei|M|h,G|iil
To Daniel Sewall, Clerk of the “ Kennebunk
dred feet in length, and proceeds over broken fora single track, upon which to be placed a Jumper, the head of the Oclawaba Indians,
Co,„p„hy_onbi|
MEMORANDA.
Burying-Ground Proprietors^
ground, and along the slope of Cider Hill, superstructure of wood and an iron plate rail, and chief warrior; and Little Cloud, the heir
similar to that contemplated in my estimate apparent.
mCldi' ** 15aItlrnore, 13th, barque Augusta, %M/E the subscribers, being more than five
one
and
a
half
miles,
to
a
summit
of
twenty>1 Jeremuh F«,|,r#
Blaisdell, New Orleans. Sailed 16th.
f*
of said Proprietors, request you to
five feet. Thence over ground nearly level, for the road on the upper route, through Gor
Since the death of Tiger-warrior the Miche license laws-of |n.
Ar. at Apalachicola, previous to 28th nit. bri<r ca I a meeting of said Proprietors, to be
one
mile,Where it encounters a ridge of land ham, Alfred, &c. to Somersworth, which a- cosucas have been without a leader, and they
»1». for a re|iea| ofHie
Packet, Bell, of this port, 28 days held at the School House in the centre Dis
fifty-eight feet above the level ofthe sea, ex mounts to the gross sum of $593,734 56, or are the most formidable tribe in the nation. Richmond
from Brunswick, Ga.
J
practice of P|)ysjc 8|]J
tending from Agamenticus Mountain to Cape the sum of $10,494 47 per mile. But the The prisoners state that when Gen. Call was Ar. at New Orleans, 5th, ship Ri<ra, Smith trict in Kennebunk, on Saturday the fourth
policy of adopting a grading for a single track
Neddick.
In
ascending
this
summit,
the
hence.
°
’ day of March next, at 2 o’clock in the after
at
the
Wahoo
swamps,
he
was
opposed
by
'Gray moved to takeup
line crosses the stage road from Portland to with such a structure, appears to me very only 1 or 200 Indians and negroes, and near-, Sailed from N. Orleans, 29th ult. brig George noon, for the following purposes :»_
1 H. Jarvis et als, ail()1)f
1. To Choose any officer or officers, agents
Portsmouth, and continues on the southerly questionable, both from considerations of e- ly all the women and children were behind Wise, Boston.
ë
mpany for the removal
side ofthe road, one mile, which it there re cpnomy, arising from the inconvenience and the hammock. The plan of the Indians was
Ar. at New Orleans, 8th, ship Berwick, Chase, or committees, as may be requisite ahd con
said Company on m.
’ venient for said Proprietors.
crosses and proceeds through a swampy piece costs necessarily attending the repairs of a to have placed the women and children in a New York.
‘id on the table by orfe
2. To call upon all or any of the forme/
■of land three-quarters of a mile ; and de perishable structure, and the increased ex secure part of the hammock, and to have re Cid. at Apalachicola, previous to 4th, brio“ I Treasurers, Agents or Committees for a set
s requested that he be rescending into a valley one-third of a mile, pense of hereafter grading the road for a dou tired in another direction themselves so as to Richmond Packet, Beil, Mobile
f the two branchesofthe
Ar. at Boston, 20th, barque Verona, Perkins I tlement of their accounts with said Propriepasses Chase’s brook twenty rods west of ble track, should the business demand it, and draw away the whites, who it was supposed
’ tors, and to make stick disposition of the
notion prevailed,and fe
Freeman’s tavern in York ;—whence it trav also the relation, as I before observed, this would follow them. But they provided a- Marseilles, Nov. 23.
1 in concurrence,
Sailed from Gibraltar, 13th Dec. bri Ganza !
or effects in their hands, qs may be
erses a valley, and the northwesterly side of road has to the one already commenced from gainst more difficulties than our General
’ deemed proper and expedient.
on inexpedient on orfe
Pine Hill, on ascending ground, two miles, Boston, and its probable future extension far could create. They fairly considered that Waterhouse, Messina,
spoken.
To make such repairs on the fences and
to a summit ninety feet above the sea. De ther East, thus forming one line of intercom fight a great victory over the whites.
law relating to Slud Hop
Feb 11, lat. 37 33, Ion. ’/3 20, ship Pactolus, gates of said burying ground as may be ne-5
scending from this summit, the line crosses munication. It therefore seems desirable
from New York for Mobile.
cessary and convenient.
Josiah’s brook and the stage road, and passes that this road should not be exceeded in per
ossed— Bills, to incorpoFeb. H, Montaug N. 60 miles, brig Spy of
Later and Important from Florida.
And to pass any other vote or votes rela
k and Maine Exchange
between Maxwell’s tavern and Ogunquit bay manency and excellence by any other on the
Offices of the Cour. & Mercury, ?
ting to the premises, as may then and there
Company-to incorpoin Wells, two and one-third miles. The same line.
$781,517 72
be deemed expedient.
Charleston, Feb. 13, 2 P. M. $
Granite Company-toil!.
country from York river to Ogunquit bay is To the foregoing estimate,
Barque Com. Morris, (of this port,) Perkins,
Col. Andrews, U. S. Army, arrived at St. from Charleston for New Orleans, in ballast, ran
William Lord,
wade up of sand, gravel, clay, trap-rock, and I would add for land damages and
ii Boot, Shoe and Leathfencing, say,
30,000 00 Augustine, 11th inst. express, and informs ashore on the Chandalier islands, about 30 miles
Thomas Lord1,.
granite ;—the gravel resting on rock, and the
Company-creatiog th
Hosah Goodwin,
rock in some places swelling into large hills. For Depots and watering stations, 30,000 00 i that Gen, Jesup had an engagement with the north of the mouths of tho Mississippi, about 4
illage Corporation,
James K. Remich/
The granite is of inferior quality. The “ four Locomotivesand tenders, 26,000 00 I Indians which lasted two days : on the sec- B. M. 4th inst. during thick weather, wind S. E.
17 000 00 , ond day, Jumper and Alligator came in un she steering W. N. W. The crew succeeded
Joseph Hatch,
swamps are composed of vegetable deposit, “ twenty passenger carriages,
MONDAT, FEB.20.
10,000 00 der a flag ot truce, and surrendered them in getting on shore in the course ofthe day. but
_
Joseph Porter.
two to three feet deep, resting on white sand “ thirty burthen cars,
and
“ Engineers and contingencies, 50,000 00 selves, stating that the Indians were in a dis as the islands are uninhabited,the captain could
Kennebunk, Feb. 22, 1837.
and rock.
s. for aid in removing the
not get to the main land for several days. in
tressed situation, and anxious for peace.
From Ogunquit bay the line pursues a
f the retailing ol spirit
Aggregate cost.
$944,517 72
During the engagement, four U. S. soldiers, the mean time the vessel filled with water, and
URSUANT to the foregoing request, I
straight course, ea§t of the stage road, five
ij. W. Sawyer et aktliat
I would only further remark, in conclusion, anil four Indians were killed—one hundred became so embedded in the sand, that persons
hereby notify the Kennebunk Burying-/
miles,
over
plain
land,
slightly
ascending
and
Could walk on board on the sand: she will be
ng and plastering maybe I
ground proprietors to meet at the time and’
intersected by ravines and small streams, that the preceding estimates are predicated Indians and negroes were taken prisoners. nearly a total loss.
of Charles E. Bartlett el j
place, and for the purposes therein mention
running into the sea. The soil is principally upon the line of this preliminary survey. In Col. Andrews informs that Jumper and Alli
i of capital punishment
the final location ofthe road, some part’ofthe gator appointed the 18th inst. as the day to
ed.
'«and and of easy excavation.
UNIOiV ACADEMY.
led— Bills, to provide io
DANIEL SEWALL, Pro. Clerk.
Here the line curves easterly over ground expense may possibly be saved, by deviations conclude a treaty at Dade’s Battle Ground,
itures of Govero/iwi-ifr
Kennebunk, Feb. 28, 1837.
^nearly level, one and a third miles, and cros to more favorable ground, and by crossing and had despatched expresses to the Indians npHE next term of this Literary Institution
will
commence
on
March
the
15th,
Fore
river
into
Portland,
at
a
narrower
part
to
inform
them
of
the
arrangement.
They
'oats.
ses the road near the new meeting-house in
stated that Powell was on an island in the under the care of Hall Roberts, A. B. as
he bounty on wolvesw
Wells. Thence it continues on a straight than the one delineated on the plan.
THE SILK CULTURIST.
Respectfully your ob’t serv’t,
Withlacoochee, with about one hundred and principal, find continue 11 weeks. Tuition,
The bill contained eMt
line six and one-quarter miles to Sherburne’s
fifty followers ; they supposed that he would for the lower English branches, $3,00 per npHE price of the next volume ofthe Cuithe bounty. The blank
JAMES HALL.
■meeting-house in the town of Kennebunktwrist will be One Dollar,—but to
come to terms, and should he refuse, they term ; for the higher, with Latin and Greek, A
To Ether Shepley, Esq. and others,
tn dollars. This motion
fjort, crossing in this distance Little river,
on prevailed without a iliBranch river, which divides Wells and Ken- Com. of the Portsmouth fy Portland R. R. diss. would point out where he was. All hostili $4,00 per term ; for French $5,00 per term. those Who subscribe before the commence
F^S. The present term will close March ment of the volume, (April,) will be sent a
ties were to cease by both parties until alter
passed to be engrossed at
aiebtmk, Mousarn river, about half a mile west
the 7th ; at which time, there will be a pub few hundred Silkworm eggs, White Italian
U. S. Senator.—The House of Represent the 18th inst.
«of Kennebunk village, and Kennebunk river.
lic examination. Those who feel an interest Mulberry or a paper of French Sugar Beet
f Lubec presented thecre«
Thence the line pursues a more easterly di atives of this State proceeded, at 10 o’clock
the! cause of education are respectfully in Seed, as they may request.
We are under
ek W. Judkins, member
rection one and three-quarter miles in the A. M. on Wednesday last, according to pre The Seminole War ended.—The Darien in
vited to attend.
the necessity of raising the subscription price
trict composed of H*
town of Biddeford, over rough and ascending
Telegraph of the 13th inst. states that news
T’HO. O. LINCOLN, Sec. Trustees.
to meet the increased cost of publication, the
c., and Mr. Judkins w
ground, to the highest point of land on the vious assignment, to the choice of U. S. Sen
Kennebunk, Feb. 24, 1836.
had
been received, direct from Black Creek,
loss of discount |on Bank Notes of distant
ator,
to
fill
the
vacancy
occasioned
by
the
res

route between Portsmouth and Portland,
ued to his seat.
States which we are daily receiving for the
Mr. Brooks of Yorklk
which is one hundred and thirty-five feet a- ignation of Mr. Shepley. The result ofthe first that
Judiciary was direct is
ibove the level ofthe ocean. From this sum balloting was as follows: Reuel Williams
“ On the 2d inst. Gen. Jesup encountered PURE SPERM OIL. Culturist, and the considerable expense of
GALLONS Pure Win- furnishing subscribers with eggs or seed,—
pediency of so amendittf
mit the line extends on one course, on de
Jumper and Alligator, who commanded a H
ter Strained Sperm Oil. which is important to those at a distance, as
g Guardians to dispose d
scending ground, three miles, to within the (Van Buren) 97 ; George Evans (whig) 50 ; body of Indians amounting to about 100.
they are often obtained'with great difficulty.
2000 gallons Bleached do.
distance of one mile from Saco river. From Blank 12 ; Nathan Clifford 3 ; Tristam Red The General routed them and took 50 prison
heir wards at private «AThe increased value of the third volume wilt
500 “ Pure Fall do.
this point, 1 have surveyed two routes. The man 1. At 12 o’clock the same day the Sen ers. On the 4th Jumper and Alligator gave
,f the time and
correspond with the increased price, as it
500 “ Pure Summer do.
first, crossing Saco river three-fourths of a ate proceeded to ballot for Senator with the themselves up with the remnant of their
dispensed with,
The subscriber having established a Facto will contain the Report ofthe Congressional
mile above the village, proceeds on the north
band. These warriors stated to the General
on the Judiciary W®'
erly side of the stage road, and passing a- following result : Revel Williams 21 ; that they would endeavor to bring Powell to ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the Investigating Committee, and such portions'
nto the expediency of ’J
bout one hundred rods west of Donald’s tav George Evans 3. Mr. Williams is there terms, who was on an island in the Withla article constantly for sale at the Factory in of their extensive correspondence as shall be
gulatingtbe retttfW
ern
in Scarboro’, and across the head of the fore duly elected U. S. Senator by both coochee, destitute of provisions and ammuni Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at deemed interesting, besides the progress of’
by the Supreme W
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal the culture and manufacture of Silk and tffie
salt-marsh, and by the easterly slope of Scot- branches of the Legislature of Maine. Mr. tion, with a few devoted followers.
,f Common Pleas,andM
Sugar Beet, the two great projects of Ameri
loway hill ; and then takes one course to
Jumper and Alligator also stated that the to any manufactured in the United States.
that Executions issued
can enterprise. Those who have paid in ad
ALEX. H. LADD.
Fore river, opposite the city of Portland, W. is a gentleman of fine talents, and per gieater part ofthe Indians were humbled and
t8 shall be made return» ’
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistfi vance will of course receive the Culturist at
which it enters on the westerly side of Bram- haps no one could have been selected, from thoroughly convinced that it was fruitless to
hereofintbe samecj«
the original price, but not the seed or eggs,
hall
’
s
hill.
The
whole
distance
from
Portscontest
any
longer
with
the
whites.
Defeat

nan
mu.
ine
wnoie
msiance
irorn
roris-1
me
prominent
liuren
men
in
the
among
the
Van
Buren
y (he Justices of the M
unless they forward an additional fifty cents.,
SOUTH
BERWICK
MANIJed
in
all
their
endeavors
to
obtain
a
supply
mouth to Portland by this route is forty-sev- j State, whose election would have been less
, the date thereof,
Notes [free of postage] of all solvent Banks in
«n and a half miles.
FACTURING
CO.
of ammunition from Cuba, and other places,
the United States and British Provinces,, will
Upon surveying this line, I found on fur objectionable to the whigs. The Van Buren they are, no doubt, crest fallen.
ERE AS, at the last session of the be
received at par.
tcesday, rrrl'',
ther enquiry and examination of the country men hereabouts, ivho have been predicting
Legislature ofthe State ot Maine, an
Gen. Jesup, we are informed, in the action " ▼
that a route, probably more favorable, might with so much flippancy and confidence, that ofthe 2d inst. took 50 negro prisoners, 250 act was passed, by which the subscribers
Farm for Sale.
be substituted for that part of the line extend Clifford would be chosen Senator, exhibited, poneys, and 1000 head of cattle.
were made a body politic and corporate, by
ITUATED in the
ing from Biddeford to Portland, about one
the name of the South Berwick Manufactur
Better
still
—
Oseola
surrendered
!—
ISince
town of York,- on
and a half miles southeasterly of that first on learning the result of the balloting in the writing the above, we learn that a letter was ing Company.
ISIS
surveyed. I consequently commenced a sec House, visages unusually elongated arid received'by George Yonge, Esq. of this city,
Therefore, notice is hereby given, that the
Ground Root Hill, (so 4"
ond survey at Biddeford ; and passing over wearing an aspect forbidding in the extreme. from the army, containing the gratifying in first meeting of said corporation, will he holdkcalled) about two miles
".hehX'of’*-»“
descending ground to Saco river, I propose
en at Mr. Timothy Ferguson’s Countin'» from Cape Neddick Harbour. Said farm cotitelligence
that
Oseola
had
come
into
Jesup
’
s
Room in South Berwick, on Monday, the tains about one hundred and thirty acres, of
to cross the river at Spring’s Island, connect
The New Cabinet.—The Washington
e Portland Argus-]
ing it with the western shore by a bridge of correspondent of the New York Courier and camp with 300 warriors. The great Chief twentieth day of March next, for the purpose which thirty five is tillage, fifty-five is pastur
formed
his
men
into
a
line
—
leaned
’
himself
ter to the Editor, M
two hundred and fifty feet, and with the east
of determining whether the charter shall be ing and forty wood land, with a double hoqse
a tree—and when the U. S. officer accepted,
ern shore by one of four hundred feet in Enquirer, expresses the opinion that Mr. Jo against
and for transacting all other busi and large barn, built new within the la«t five
AVGUSTA,
length. Thence the line passes near the vil el R. Poinsett, of South Carolina, will re who was deputed to receive him,' Came up, ness that may legally come before said rneet- years, a large orchard and a good well of wa
Arrived in
E
he
approached
him,
and
gave
up
his
rifle,
lage of Saco and extends one mile to a sum ceive the appointment of Secretary of War with all the grace of a fallen hero.”
mg—at which time and place, all persons in- ter, never known to fail m the severe«»«
been engng«1 ®,
forested will please attend.
mit ; then on one course eight miles, crossing from Mr. Van Buren. Mr. P. was formerly
drought. Also, one half of a SAWMILL.
oflbeSl»ie>
the road leading to Portland near Goosepan
The above form is as good soil as can be’
.he resell of h«1* '
Timothy Ferguson,
FIRE.
a
member
of
Congress,
and
subsequently
brook ; {hence over land mostly pine plain
found in the State. It will stand the drought
Isaac P. Yeaton,
Last
night
our
town
was
the
scene
of
a
fire
-e the
and nearly level, with a slight descent to the minister to Mexico, from which he was re which for extent, and the amount of property
and frost longer than any other farm in the
Elisha H. Goodwin.
ieh is looked
« ‘
marsh in Scarborough, which is one mile in called by Gen. Jackson.
South
Berwick,
Feb.
21,
1837.
vicinity. For further particulars- enquire of
is eminence as 8 ’
destroyed, exceeded any thing of the kind
extent ;—here the line takes the course of a
SAMUEL ADAMS, Esq;. Cape Neddick
ever before witnessed in this place.
Corner.
valley over ground slightly ascending to the
C^’Gen. McKean, U. S. Senator from
NEW BOOKS.
The fire originated in a two story wooden
Dec. 24,1836,
XpeC1°l'»hre to co»*1,
southerly side of Scarborough old meeting Pennsylvania, has written a letter to the Leg buildjng occupied by Mr. Parsons Smith and liy'TNGSLEY’S Social Choir, Vol. 2 ;
reasonable to
||(<
house ; whence it turns more northerly and islature of that State, in which he says that Samuel Foote. When the alarm was given
Mrs. Sigourney’s Letters to Young
pointed. He
Ladies ;
continues along a low land flat or valley to
Kennebunk Social library,
at about 11 o’clock, the fire had made such
lens of the
¿„.iWi
Fore river, opposite Portland, which it must he should have voted against Benton’s Ex progress
Young Ladies’ Friend, by Mrs. Farrer ;
OTICE is hereby given, that a meeting
in
this
building
as
to
render
it
utter

nowabout »''■
cross by a bridge two thousand eight hun punging Resolutions, if he had been in his ly impossible to save this store or any thing it
Three Experiments in Living ;
of the Proprietors of the “ Kennebunk
[e House haring,,
dred feet in length, to the easterly side of seat when they were passed.
Sunday Note Book.
Social Library" will be held, by adjourn
contained. At the time the fire broke out,
Bramhall
’
s
hill.
From
the
line
the
land
is
Just
received
and
for
sale
by
x-ofr:*
ment from Monday, 6th inst., at the Book
the wind was blowing violently from the
favorable to take a direction, entering Port
QZ’A dwelling-house in Annville town North East accompanied with a severe snow
D. REMICH.
store, on Monday, February 27, 1837, at Iff
proM-'y co-n^^.
land either on its eastern or western side. ship, Penn, was burnt a few days since, and storm. The flames increased rapidly, and
Kennebunk, Feb. 22,1837.
o’clock in the forenoon, to take into consid
The whole distance on this route is forty
eration a motion, that a portion ofthe books^
being
driven
by
the
wind
to
the
opposite
side
three
children
perished
in
the
flames
—
two
COW
WANTED?
eight miles ; half a mile farther than that
in the Library be sold, and the proceeds^
the street, all of the surrounding buildings
first surveyed. The superior advantages af boys, one aged 2 and the other 6 years, and a of
ANTED to purchase a New Milch thereof be applied to the purchase of new
were
soon
enveloped
in
one
sheet
of
fire,
forded by this line to the village ofSaCo, girl aged about 9 years.
Cow, for which a fair price will be Books, and that an assessment be laid on»
that the
threatening destruction far and wide. By
slaiure to Pri^ave
which is an important point, giving to its in
paid. Inquire of the printer.
the several shares for the same object. A
the
indefatigable
exertions
of
our
citizens,
the
F ardent spil‘d thal iW
habitants, by its near approach, easy access
Kennebunk, Jan. 3, 1837.
general and ptmelual attendance is requested^
Snow fell in this vicinity from about noon fire was checked after having consumed
legal autb°. Lnalpû’1 to the road for their business ; the saving of
buildings, and damaged many
,
<
D. REMICH,. Clerk.
Rassius.
-e‘beC^
expense in crossing the river, and the better on Thursday last until about 2 o’clock yester twenty-jour
Keunebuhk, Feb. 8, 1837.
others.
LBS
]ow
f
,riced
RAISINS,
general location of the road from Saco to day morning, accompanied a considerable
There could not have been a more unfor
for sa]e by (fie subscriber.
Portland render it decidedly preferable to portion of the time with a high wind. The tunate time for a fire. The scarcity of wa
WM. LORD.
the other. I therefore have made the esti
GRAVE STOYES.
particular
number of inches that fell we have ter (it being low tide) added to the coldness
Feb. 24, 1837.
- — ■ —---- *
• 4 hi
mates
for
the
eastern
route,
and
have
deline1
HE subscriber would inform Hie inhaBit-enement, “'.J),!»®»
of
the
weather,
prevented
the
engines
work

no means of informing our readers, but it is
ated that one only on the plan.
ants of Kennebunk and vicinity,, that*
ing freely, and rendered almost every attempt
Clear Pork,
■"«ITh
The face of the country from Ogunquit pretty certain that the storm, in point of sever of
he will furnish the above articles at Kenne
the citizens unavailing. How the fire ori
R
sale
by
WILLIAM
LORD.
bay to Portland, may be considered very fa ity and quantity, will not suffer by a compar ginated is not known—supposed to have ta
bunk and Wells, on as reasonable terms- a®1
Feb. 24, 1837.
vorable for the road formation. The soil is j
can be purchased elsewhere.
ken from a defect in the stove pipe or chim
ison
with
any
that
has
preceded
it
the
present
principally sand, with some clay. The low
SlP: BRADBURY.
ney.
Sperm Oil.
>vnn
has8
opne<>/land flat, between Scarboro’ marshes and winter. Drifts, ‘mountains high,’ were raised
N. B. All orders left-with Levi p:
,n h»
The
whole
amount
of
loss
we
have
not
. „ ■,----XWNTER STRAINEDOIL just receiv- lari>, Kennebunk,, or Moses Morrill,
ntive Comnii1^6
Portland, consists of vegetable mould, one to in
’ all directions, and our roads are blocked ...
been ablee to« ascertain—Probably not far from i “ T
ed and for sale by WM. LORD..
’mee rininn,
1 &wo feet in depth, with a substratum of white up pretty effectually.
Wells, will be promptly attended fov
J*R.»( I ( II f£ r
A ixlDirxtnmh
1
'
üuion. I®1*
$50,000.—Bath
Telegraph extra ofiQjL
tàth inst.
Kennebunk, Sept. W, 1886a.
epfom
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Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and gdfoftilotis affect
Ata Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
tions. It is also for sale by most of the
Nos. 9 10, Penhallow-street,
within and for the County of York, on the
agents for Dr. Holtnan’s Medicines.
PROBAT
EJNOTICES.
___
Portsmouth,
(N.
H.)
first Monday of February, in the year of our
POE T R ¥
The following named persons are agents
HAS
prepared
and
constantly
on
hand
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
for the above named medicines. In New
A NUT FOR THE PRINTERS.
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
within and for the county of York, on thenrst
following Medicines :—
Jim Black who loved to cut a---- Monday in February, in the year ofour Lord,
of said Court:
prey River; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
Was courting Betty Brown,
AMUEL W. JONES, named Executor in NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
eighteen hundred and thirty -seven, by the
This
Vegetable
Medicine
stands
unrivalled
A maid who had a jam ofcash,
a
certain
instrument
purporting
to
be
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Fogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wnu
To make the pill go down.
the last will and testament of Benjamin Wentfor
 the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth j»
Court :
... r.u
late of Berwick, in said county, yeo sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover;
FANNY B. HAYES, administratrix of the worth,
,
So Jemmy thus one morning said,
estate of Elisha Hayes, late of Lebanon man,, deceased, having presented the same Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red
And took her by the Ob,
Worms and Loss ¿f Appetite, and by cleans ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene.
« Dear Betty, most accomplished maid,
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having for probate :
ORDERED—That the said executor give ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains m In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
presented her first account of administration
The fairest in the land :
of the estate of said deceased for allowance : notice to all persons interested, by causing a the side, stomach and breast, colds and hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street,Hear this ’ I make,
and also her petition for an allowance out of copy of this order to be published three coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill,
Some pity now bestow, ,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M.
the personal estate of said deceased .
And put, I pray, for mercy s sake,
ORDERED—That the said administratrix zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
A . to my woe.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus- appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken surpass any thing heretofore known in re Benjamin Plummer, Bangor; Artemas Car
hig a copy of this order to be published nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ;
If my destruction be your aim,
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk of April next, at ten of the clock in the fore been known to cure this afflicting disease, af Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William
A t you may use,
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why ter having baffled every exertion for four Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste
I’d rather die by sword than flame,
My warmth of words excuse.
county, that they may appear at a Probate the said instrument should not be proved, years. It has a most powerful influence in vens ; Sarn’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
Court to be held at Saco, m said county, approved and allowed, as the last will and removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
to take and in its operation so much so, that Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch,
Yes, even a f now,
on the first Monday in March next, at ten of testament of the said deceased.
it may be administered to the infant with Wells; D. REMICII, Kennebunk; Oliver
A welcome guest would be,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it
For fate’s determined to allow
A true copy—Attest,
safety.
Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Gerany
they
have,
why
the
said
account
should
A
alone for me.
' Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Directions for receiving this or any other rish, SLapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
not he allowed, and the prayer of her petition
of the following named medicines accom Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs,
Feb. 11.
____ ______________ _
granted.
„ . L
Rather than bear your frowns will I,
and envelope each bottle. Certificates North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco ;>
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within pany
Embark upon the seas,
A true copy—Attest,
.
and for the' County of York, on the second of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
For in a minute would I die,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
day of January, in the year of our Lord ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs a | Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
Nor perish by degrees.
eighteen hundred and. thirty-seven, by the Hon. talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscomb & Quint*
Feb. 11.________ _____ __________
_
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : 1 by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.W M. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court •
But to the last your praise I’ll sing,
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
ACOB DAY, a devisee in a certain in also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
In spite of all our jars,
.
A11 directions signed in the hand wri-’
within and for the County of York, on the first
And through the world your name shall ring
strument purporting to be the last will the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. ting of the proprietor.
Monday in February, in the year of our
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
And soar above the ***.,
and testament of David Day, late of Sanford,
Sept. 19,1836.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by in said county, yeoman, deceased, having senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
There’s not a § of our land
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said presented the same for probate :
and” Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
Could show your ||;
ORDERED—That the said devisee give place ; which gentlemen it is well known
Court :
I’d better try to count the sand,,
OLIVER WALKER, Guardian ofAbigail notice to all persons interested, by caus here are as credible, respectable and compe
Than all your worth to tell.’
V/ W. Burbank and Hannah F. Burbank, ing a copy of this order to be published tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
minors
and children of Moses Burbank, late of three weeks successively in the Kennebunk nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of j
Betty, who had a feeling heart,
Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased, Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, oil
Not quite so tough as leather,
having presented his third account of guar may appear at a Probate Court to be held at Concord, N. 11, Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
Bade Jemmy for the priest to start,
dianship of his said wards for allowance :
them
To
• both
1 ■ together.
Saco, in said county, on the first Monday Cambridge, Mass, and several other as reORDERED—That the said guardian give of March next, at ten of the clock in the
Explanation of characters used in the above. notice to all persons interested, by causing forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,.^SSsBONEOmTMENT.;.
blank.
----- — dash,
a copy of this order to be published three why the said instrument should not be pro
This Ointment stands at the head of all
*** stars.
HT hand,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga ved, approved, and allowed as the last will1 remedies for the following diseases which ,
§ section,
’ apostrophe,
zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county, and testament of the said deceased.
human nature is heir to, viz.:—Rheumatism,
|| parallel,
. period,
brace, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
I dagger,
be held at Saco in said county, on the first
bruises and contracted tendons of long standA true copy,—Attest,
j double dagger.
ECKWITH’S
ANTI-DYSPEPTIC
Wm. Cutter Allen,Register.
Monday in March next, at ten of the clock
in01. It discusses all tumors, renders stifi
PILLS have been long and favorably
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
February 4.
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
' TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
known in the Southern States, and have been
have, why the same should not be allowed.
lar action.
most successfully employed in almost every
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with
Price of Bread Stuffs.-The attention
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. variety of functional disorder of the Stomach,
in and for the County of York, on the first Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
A true copy—Attest,
of the public has recently been turned to
Liver and Spleen ; such as heart
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Monday in January, in the year oj our Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, Bowels,
(
an inquiry into the causes of the extremely
burn,
acid eructations, nausea, headache,
Feb.
11.
________
_
________________
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-seven,
by
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and j
high prices now demanded lor all kinds of
and distention of the Stomach and Bowthe Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said gives in all cases immediate ease from pam. I[ pain
I incipient Diarrhea, Colic, Jaundice, FlatI els,
bread-stuffs, and the alleged scarcity, not At a Court of Probate heldht South Berwick,
within and for the County of York, on the first
Court :
Certificates
of
this
fact
could
be
given
if
ne¡
withstanding the immense importations
N the petition of Nathan D. Appleton, a cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub- I¡ ulence, habitual costiveness, loss of appeMonday in February, in the year of our Lord
from Europe within a few months. While
eio-hteen hundred aucl thirty-seven, by the
creditor to the estate of David Day, lie with the full assurance that it far excels 1 ,tire, sick headach, sea-sickness, &c. &c.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
much, doubtless, is to be attributed to the
hate of Sanford, in said county, yeoman, the
de opodeldocs and liniments of the present They are a safe and comfortable aperi
ent for Females during pregnancy and sub
WILLIAM
JEFFERDS,
administrator
ceased,
praying
that
administration,
with
the
spirit of speculation, the vast quantity of
day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only sequent confinement, relieving sickness at the
de
bonis
non,
of
the
estate
of
Jona

will annexed, of the estate of said deceased wanted to give it the decided preference to
grain consumed in the various distilleries
stomach, headach, heartburn and many of
every thing else. Many physicians of em the incidental nervous affections. Literary
and breweries must be one great cause of than Stone, late of Kennebunk-port, in said may be granted to the said petitioner:
county, deceased, having presented his sec
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no

inence have used this ointment and extol its men, students and most other persons of se
the present alarming prices of grain.
The ond account of administration of the estate of
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and merits.
„
dentary habits, find them very convenient.
Journal of Commerce states that 1,200,000 said deceased for allowance :
to all persons interested in said estate, by
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
bushels of wheat are annually consumed in
ORDERED—That the said administrator causing a copy of this order to be published riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his ¡i Those who indulge too freely in the pleasthe city of New York alone by the distillers, give notice to all persons interested, by caus in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies ; uresofthe Table find speedy relief from the
sense of oppression and distension which fol
besides more destroyed by breweries—and ing a copy of this order to be published three nebunk, in said county, three weeks suc and envelopes each vial.
low, by taking the Pills. As a dinner Pill
that in New York, Brooklyn, Williams- weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
Itch Omiment—-Directions for using this they are invaluable. Those who are drink
zette,
printed
at
Kennebunk
in
said
county,
1
Court
to
be
holden
at
Saco,
in
said
county,
preparation accompany each box. This oint ing mineral waters, and particularly those
burgh and Jersey city, the business is so ex
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
tended, that there are now in constant op be held at Saco in said county, on the first' on the first Monday in March next, at ten of ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It from southern climates and ague and fever
' the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
eration in those places, fifteen grain dis Monday in March next, at ten of the clock; if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
. districts, will find them a valuable adjunct.
gredients, so common in many of the popular Those who are exposed to the vicissitudes of
tilleries, at which are consumed at least in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
tition should not be granted.
ointments in use.
, weather, on voyages or journeys, can take
THREE MILLIONS OF BUSHELS have, why the same should not be allowed.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Vegetable Ehxir.-TUis Elixir is usefu inI them at all times with perfect safety. In full
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
OF CORN AND RYE YEARLY ! The
A true copy,—Attest,
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied doses, they are a highly efficacious and safe
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
business is made profitable, not by selling
externally. Directions accompany and envel Anti-bilious medicine. They seldom or nev
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
February
4.
__
___________
the Whiskey as such, but by preparing and
ope each vial.
.
„
er produce sickness at the stomach or griping.
Feb. 11.
.
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.— 1 here
selling it under the name of every other
A CURE FOR THE
The following Testimonials, of the claims
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
South
Berwick,
never
was an article introduced into the of these Pills to public patronage, have been
kind of liquor that may be found in the
Itch !
within and for the county of York, on the first
“
healing
art
”
surpassing
this,
for
burns,
biles,
selected from-many of similar import, recent
Monday in February, in the year of our Lord
market 1
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. <<0WEYER inveterate, in one hour’s cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, ly furnished.
The Worcester Spy says, “ if the people
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
generally, would pledge themselves to use
From the Rt. Rev. Levi S. Ives, D. D., Bishop
ILLIAM JEFFERDS, executor of the I~| application, and no danger from tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
of North Carolina.
no ardent spirits, and would adhere to the
ordinary way as you would any other poul
last will of Daniel Walker, late of taking cold, by using
“ Raleigh, March 2, 1835.
pledge, Flour would soon be reduced to
tice,
with
milk
or
water,
cold
or
hot
as
the
Kennebunk-port in said county, master marDUMFRIES

’ ITCH OINTMENT.
“ Having, for the last three years, been in
the price required by our Marblehead iner, deceased, having presented his fourth
case
may
require.
There
is
another
kind
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
which is called superfine for internal use. All timately acquainted with Dr. John Beck
friends. The consumption of this poison is account of administration of the estate of said
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol with, of this city, and enjoyed his profession
at the root of the difficulty, and if people deceased for allowance :
al services, I take pleasure in stating that his
ORDERED—That the said executor give valled for the cure of this troublesome com man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
will persist in the use of it, they must take
character as a Christian gentleman and expe
plaint. It is so rapid as well' as certain in
Superfine
Powder
of
Elm
Bark.
—
This
arti

notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
the consequences.”—Salem Reg.
rienced Physician entitles his testimeny, in
its
operation,
as
to
cure
this
disagreeable
cle
is
a
valuable
specific
in
Pleurisy,
Diar

copy of this order to be published three
regard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills,
rhoea,
Catarrh,
Dysentary,
Quinsy,
Consump

The Distiller.—It is said that a cargo of weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga disorder most effectually, in one hour’s ap tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, to the entire confidence of the Public. My
zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county,
experience of the good effects of these Pills,
25,000 bushels of grain was recently bought that they may appear at a Probate Court to plication only !
It does not contain the least particle of throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external for two years past, satisfies me of their emi
up by a distiller, to be converted into rum. be held at Saco in said county, on the first
application
as
a
poultice,
for
inflamed
eyes,
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and
value, particularly in aiding an impaired
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This nent
’
Every article of food is now extremely high. Monday in March next, at ten of the clock in
and warding off bilious attacks.
may be applied with perfect safety by preg medicine is recommended by the first medí- digestion
1
It is with difficulty that the poor obtain the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Having been for a long lime subject to the
nant
females,
or
to
children
at
the
breast.
cal
gentlemen
in
our
country
for
the
above
bread for their children. And yet, the mo have, why the same should not be allowed.
annual
recurrence of such attacks, 1 was in
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di complaints. Directions to each package.
’
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ment a ship that is freighted with the staff
Dr. Holman’s Cough Syrup— This cough the habit of resorting for security against
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
rections.
of life touches our wharves, the distiller sei
1
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos them, and with very partial success, to a lib
use of Calomel or Blue Pill. But since
zes the blessing and convertsit into a curse,
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who eral
Feb. 11.
______________ _
DR. RELFE’S
to fill the earth with poverty and wretched
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val my acquaintance with the Anti-dyspeptio
ness. And yet the distiller is an honorable At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
uable for children, in cases of whooping Pill of Dr. Beckwith, which he prescribedin
within and for the county of York, on the first
the first instance himself, I have not been
man, a respectable gentleman, an accredited
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Listless- cough, chin cough, &c.
under the necessity of using Mercury in any
Directions.
—
For
grown
persons,
take
from
eiahteen
hundred
and
thirty-seven,
by
the
ness,
Headache,
Costiveness,
Flatulence,
Christian !
form, besides being wholly exempt from bil
two
to
four
spoonsfull,
as
the
case
may
re

Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Cholic, Bilious Affections, #c.
ious attacks. Several members of my family
quire.
Children
from
one
to
two
teaspoonsCHARLES
WENTWORTH,
named
ex

Drink for children.—We have witness
are experiencing the same beneficial effects.
O
comment
on
the
efficacy
of
these
ecutor in a certain instrument purport
full.
r
“ L. S. IVES.”
ed very often with sorrow, parents giving to ing to be the last will and testament of Na
Pills, after a successful experience of
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
their young children wine or other stimula hum Wentworth, late of Kennebunk in said many years in England and America has culated to correct the bile and create an ap
From the Rev. F. L. Hawks, D. D.
ting liquors. Nature never intended any county, yeoman, deceased, having presented established their reputation, is needless.— petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
New-York, February 3,1836.
thing stronger than water to be the di ink of the same for probate :
may
be
freely
used
both
as
a
restorative
and
Suffice it to observe, that for redundancy of
« I have no knowledge, derived from ex
ORDERED—That the said executor give Bile, Flatulence, Costiveness, Headache, to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
children. This they enjoy greatly ; and
Holman’s Drops for Fits.—A great number perience, of the efficacy of Dr. Beckwith’s
much advantage is occasionally experienced notice to all persons interested, by causing a &c. &c. they will undoubtedly prove far
of
children afflicted with fits, arising from va Pills ; but I know that some of my personal’
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
from its use, especially after they have com
more serviceable than those drastic purges rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases friends in North-Carolina, whom I left,seme'
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
print

menced the use of animal food.
ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear at a too frequently employed, and will not only of falling sickness, have been radically cured years ago, suffering severely under Dyspep
Dr. Dewees.
Probate Court to be held at Saco in said at the same lime tend to remove the offend by a proper use of this medicine. Directions sia, were in good health when I saw them*
on a visit, made a few months since, and alb
county, on the first Monday of March next, at ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen accompany each vial.
Holman’s Essence of Cayenne.—This truly ascribed their recovery to the use of Beck»
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
the
digestive
organs,
but
improve
the
appe

NEW PAPER.
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses with’s Pills.
cause, if any they have, why the said instru tite and renovate the system.
“ I know that the certificates obtained by
every possible advantage over that in its
ment snouiu
should not
be proved,
approved, and ...
al- i
mem
nut uc
yiv
~ . 50 cents.
Price
T is proposed to issue every Saturday Eve lowed as the last will and testament of the
the Doctor, in North-Carolina, are from gen*'
crude state.
ning, in the city of New York, a weekly said deceased.
Dr. Holman’s Cough Powder.—This cough tiemen of the highest respectability, and sev
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS.
paper of the largest dimensions, in quarto
powder is a most valuable remedy for com eral of them stated to me verbally that which1
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The relief is immediate, without the least mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of is contained in their published certificates. I
form, entitled
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The World!
injury to the Teeth. Price 50 cents a box. long standing. It has been long tested and is have the most entire confidence in them.
Literary, Poetical, Fashionable, Dramatic,
“ 1 also know Dr. Beckwith, and have'
Feb. 11.
_______ ___ _______
recommended to the public as one of the
known him from my boyhood ; and I cheer
Sporting, Musical, &c. &c. &c.
DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC, most valuable medicines now in use.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
South
Berwick,
The first number of which will be publish
Direction.—-Take half a teaspoonfull in mo fully state with Bishop Ives, ‘ that his char
within and for the county of York, on the fir st For NzcA? Headache, ^c. Price 50 cents.
ed on Saturday evening, January 21st, 1837.
acter as a Christian gentleman and experien
lasses on going to bed.
Monday
in
February,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
TERMS—$5 A YEAR.
None are genuine unless signed T.
Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This ced Physician entitles his testimony, in re
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon.
SINGLE NUMBERS 12§ CENTS.
KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara gard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, to*
WM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Advertisements inserted al the usual rates.
N the petition of Sarah Clements, a cred tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by tions now in use for this distressing complaint. the entire confidence of the Public.’
“ F. L. HAWKS.”
An edition of
e
+ a
itor of the estate of Mary Chadboume, whom they are for sale, at his Counting It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
^0,000 copies will be printed
late of South Berwick in said county, deceas

produces a healthy state of the bile.
For sale in New-York by Leavitt, Lord &
Room,
No.
99,
Court
street,
Boston,
and
of the first number, as a Prospectus, to be cir ed, praying that administration of the estate
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom Co. 180, Broadway ; Boston, B. B. Muzzey ’F
culated throughout every portion of the Uni of said deceased may be granted to said pe by his special appointment, by
panied with great debility, was recently cured Portsmouth, N. H. Brackett Hutchings ; Do
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
ted States and Canadas.
in this place, in the course of thr^e days, by ver, Asa A. Tufts ; E. Goodale, Saco, Me.;
titioner :
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Editors publishing the above prospectus
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
the powder. Directions with the box.
Benjamin Johnson, Alfred ; Daniel Remich,
will be entitled to a free exchange.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
Also a very general assortment of medicin Kennebunk.
WILLIAM W. SNOWDEN,
to all persons interested in said estate, by
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
General Agent,
JOSEPH M. CHURCH.
causing a copy of this order to be' published
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
HENRY D. TURNER,
.NOTICE.
HO William Street.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
180, Broadway, New-York.
HE subscriber having contracted with dating prices on commission or other ar
New-York, January 12, 1837.
nebunk in said county, three weeks succes
the town of Kennebunk, to support rangement, as at any other large establish
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
ment in the Union.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
Albinos <& Children’s Hooks.
Court to be holden at Saco in said county, on gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
For Sale or to Cet,
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val A LOT of ALBUMS, different sizes, with
a
CONVENIENT and well the first Monday in March next, at ten of the
I
and without plates—some of them eleA finished two story dwelling clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any vision for them at the Alms-House, and here uable medicine,
by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
-- LIFE,
— J gantly bound.
nniTMS
house, 30 by 40, with a barn, they have, why the prayer of said petition any of the Paupers of said town on his ac FOSTER'S EGYPTIAN BALM OF
or
Nature
’
s
Grand
Genial
Auxiliary
;
a
specifA
very
large
assortment
of
CHILDKE?
chaise and wood house, situated should not be granted.
count or on account of the town, as he will ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old BOOKS—from one cent to one dollai eaci),
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
at Kennebunk Landing, nearly opposite
pay no bill for their support.
A true copy—Attest,
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, IndiFor sale by
KEM1U»,.
Messrs. Bourne & Kingsbury’s. For further
1
JAMES WARREN.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiyeness and ' Kennebunk, Feb. 10,1837.
particulars apply to
DAVID LITTLE.
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1836.,
Feb. 11.
Kennebunk Landing, Feb. 3,1837.
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